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ABSTRACT
Xsl recent year* Johnson grass. Sorghum halepense L* Pers*, ha* 
boon a most serious weed post in sugarcane* Tho infestation, both 
from seedlings and large plants with their rhisomes, has beocnne so 
severe that an eooaomio production of sugarcane stubble crops is often­
times questionable• Information as to the most susceptible periods of 
Johnson grass to controls, reactions of the plant to treatments, wheth­
er or not the herbicides are translocated, and the most effective times 
and rate* of application is of importance In the control of this in­
festation*
Johnson grass seedlings were found to be more susceptible to 
when young* Following these applications, the seedlings were stunted 
and developed gal1-1ike tissue at the base of the culm* The treated 
seedlings, with their inhibited root system, presented a partially wilt­
ed appearance in the presence of adequate soil moisture* As a poste­
mergence spray, 2,lt*D alone was net a satisfactory control* However 
when the 8j^*D weakened plants were flamed within three to six days 
after treatment, satisfactory controls were obtained* Greenhouse tests 
suggested that these seedlings, weakened by 2,1*~D and flaming, were 
■ere susceptible to the attack of weakly parasitic soil organisms*
Field applications of plus flaming one week later proved more
satisfactory than those in whleh the applications and flaming were sep­
arated by longer periods* The sugarcane appeared to be uninjured by 
these treatments*
Fallow plowing was the most practical method for controlling the 
large Johnson grass plants and their rhlsemes* The rhisome Infestation,
xi
of Increasing MTtrtty throughout tho stubble «an« and com and boon 
orop«| woo controlled by *lx fallowing* to tho extent of 99*9 percent# 
These fallowing# wore separated by two week periods* All frequencies 
of soriag and fallowing uaod decreased tho infestation* Mowing was not 
as satisfactory as fallowing# however*
Tho Johnson grass of ditohbanks is a souros of rolnfeetation for 
tho fluids* Considering tho oost and effectiveness, sodium ohlorato 
was considered to bo tho most effective control for ditehbank Johnson 
grass*
Johnson grass was mors effectively oontrollod when mature than 
when half-grown or at tho out stubblo stage* A markedly reduced shoot 
development and formative offsets indicated that TCA, sodium ohlor&te, 
and aalelo hydraslde were translocated * Foliage applications 
of T6A inhibited shoot development to a greater degree than it did the 
viability of the rhlsome eyes*
Sodium chlorate, sodium ohlorato fortified with Santobrite, and 
the trlehleroaeetatee seemed to offer possibilities in the control of 
large Johnson grass and its rhisomes* The higher rates gave controls
that would possibly make the production of stubble crops economical
and perhaps reduce the number of fallowings required* The influence 
of these herbicides on cane was somewhat erratic* When applied to the
base of the culm of Johnson grass and cane in a limited number of tests,
these materials gave better controls with less eane injury* Further 
tests may prove this to be a satisfactory control*
A review of literature In the field shows agreement as to the Im­
portance of microbial activity In the decomposition of these herbicides, 
but shows disagreement as to the influence of the herbicides upon the
xtl
number of soil microorganisms sad their activities* Results of explor­
atory tests of one year Indloated that the higher chlorate treatments 
reduced the mother of soil microorganisms* In general, the total ni* 
trcgen content mas not significantly lowered*
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established in southwestern eeuatle*
Pobbin* (77) listed Johnson grass as tho primary noxious weed in 
California* Ha stated that it has spraad as far north as Now Jar soy * 
Pennsylvania* Missouri* I own* and Kansas * and along tho west coast 
through California* Oregon* and Washington. It was Introduced and gen­
erally aoeaptad for cultivation in California in 168?. Following un- 
satlsfaetory results* Its culture was abandoned and the plant remained 
as a naturalised weed an stream hanks* read sides* and arable lands* 
Hllgarde la 1890* as quoted by Robbins* stated that Johnson grass has 
become an almost Ineradicable pest in California* Ball (6) agreed that 
Johnson grass is the major noxious weed of California* occurring on the 
deep rich sells of San Joaquin Talley to the extent that the land is 
almost worthless from an agricultural standpoint* Jenkins (52) re­
ported that eery little Johnson grass occurs in Oregon, and this in 
scattered patches in southern Oregon sad along the Columbia River* 
Fenlllng (71) stated that Johnson grass is widely spread over southern 
Missouri* especially on the bottom lends* Overpeek (6?) reported that 
Johnson grass Is mis of the worst weed pests of the farmers of Hew Mex­
ico* especially on irrigated lands* Johnson grass was brought into New 
Mexico la 1900 as a forage plant* a step which is now realised to have 
been a mistake* Pollock (73) stated that Johnson grass is widely dis­
tributed In the black land belt and on bottom lands where in many in­
stances the operators arc attempting a proper utilisation instead of an 
expensive eradication* Hurst (51) stated that Johnson grass occurs In 
the black belt of Alabama and Mississippi where it is considered a bless­
ing* But in the cane section of Louisiana where it redueed oane yields 
from 25 to 30 tons down to 11 to 15 tons* it is considered a curse, ac­
cording to Hurst* Wolf (10U) stated that Johnson grass has infested
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tile* The *o-ealled third giro# is tho lemma of tho lower sterile flow*
6er§ it «Bdlo««l part# of th# fertile flower* Th# lemma of th# fertile 
flower, sometimes sailed th# fourth glume, la bread, hairy, and two- 
oleft at th# tip, and th#r# arise# la th# deft usually a long awn 
which projeote from th# splkelet* Th# pal#a 1# frequently absent*
Kh«a present It 1# saall #ad thin* Three stsamm# are present* The 
every 1# smooth, sad doss aot bear a tuft of hairs at the tip* Th# 
stamiaat# splkelet Is stalked sad is narrower sad more pointed than th# 
fertile so#* The splkelet Is two-flowered and is substended by two 
leathery glumes* Immediately within th# glumes is th# lemma of th# far-* 
tile flower* The stamens resemble those of th# f#rtll# splkelet# but 
there Is no ovary* Staminate splkelet# are short-lived and after fall* 
lag, leave slender hairy stalks* Th# unhulled seed of Johnson grass is 
from *15 to «££ lushes long, smooth, rounded, and usually with a light 
eelered sear at the base* The appendages are mostly entire, expanded, 
eup-ehoped, and smooth at the apioes* The hulls are normally brownish- 
bleak, sometimes reddish or lighter In color* The hull seed are from 
•08 to *12 Inches In length, mostly oval, and dark reddish In color*
Pollock (73) Stated that Johnson grass does not bloom until the 
seed head is fully asserted from the boot*
Hurst (51) reported that Johnson grass seed were found to b# viable 
for three and one-half years and that after this period one-third of the 
Seed geminated* Thoraber (98) burled Johnson grass seed to depths of 
twelve inches and flooded them for 38 and 50 days* He found that they 
germinated to the extent of 1*5 and S3 percent respectively after these 
periods* Bobbins, Craft, and Raynor (77) burled Johnson grass seed 
without irrigation* After periods of six months, one and one-half years,
7three tsd eae*half years, and five and one-half years they received 
germination of 78* 2* 29# end 2 percent respectively* The authors ex* 
plained the leek of gemination at one and one-half years by the pres* 
cnee of a live grub in these pots# In another series a similar exper­
iment was performed with the same timing but with irrigation* In this 
ease* gemination of 89* 39* and 0*9 percent was reoelved*
Ball* Madsen* and Bobbins (7) described Johnson grass as one of 
the "hardest to control* perennials* They stated that the plant does 
net spread a great distance her!sontally but eon go to depths of four 
feet by means of the rhisomes* Rutherford (78) and Pollock (73) stated 
that Johnson grass was able to survive the hot dry climate of some lo- 
sales due to the depth of its rhiseue system* Although it is able to 
survive such conditions* It succeeds best on a rich* loamy soil with 
abundant moisture* Oates and Spillman (16) observed from Johnson grass 
studies that the compactness of the soil plays a very important part In 
rhiseme development*
Fart III* Carbohydrate Metabolism
Rapp (7b) selected a Johnson grass rhisome before it sprouted in 
the spring* This was out into five three-nodal sections* each five and 
erne-half inches long* Two of each of these sections were planted about 
two inches deep in twenty two-gallon pots of soil* Pots were placed at 
random* watered* and kept in a greenhouse* Sprouts had appeared in all 
pets in eight days* After the danger of frost* the pots were placed 
outside of the greenhouse* A one thousand gram lot of the original 
rhiseme* dried at eighty degrees and dried to constant weight at 60° C** 
was ground to pass through a twenty mesh sieve and mixed* Duplicate 
five gram samples were taken and analysed for reducing sugars* total
8sugar* starch* tad dextrin* As the plants reaohed successive stages 
of develepsfceat* too pots at saoh stags oars emptied and analysed* Those 
wore separated Into tops* rhisomes* and fine roots* During the first 
thirty days the rhisomes lest weight In supplying food for the rapidly 
growing shoots* Likewise during the 51 days prior to the formation of 
seed, the suerose was ©on-verted to the more mobile reducing sugars*
After the seeds were formed* the prooess was reversed for oarbohydrate 
storage in the rhisomes* Rainfall was excessive during the period from 
the 96th to the 115th day* and the pots were soaked much of the time*
Dae to this* a rapid growth was made at the expense of the carbohydrates 
stored la the rhisomes* A later second growth was responsible for less 
preaseneed irregularities 1$0 days after planting* Hear the end of the 
growing period the plants became somewhat pot bound* and some of the 
rhisomes produced were about three feet long* Rapp agrees with Sturki© 
that the relationship between top growth and rhlsome production In this 
investigation is in agreement with that In Rappts study of pot grown 
plants* During the early growth metabolic reactions favored the forma­
tion of glucose to support the young shoots* The carbohydrate reserves 
Of the rhisomes were actually depleted before the occurrence of shooting*
As maturity was reached* the carbohydrates in the top were transported 
as glucose to the rhisomes* where they were reconverted to suorose* The 
plant's carbohydrate metabolism Is the key to the success of control or 
eradication measures based on the prevention of seed formation by re* 
pasted plowing# sad mowings*
REVIEW OP LITERATURE OH CULTURAL PRACTICES
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Efforts required to control Johnson grass bars varied widely* 
Possibly tbs easiest and least effective control has been the passage 
of lass by several states* Including Texas* Tennessee* Oklahoma* and 
California* making the sale or maturation of Johnson grass illegal* In 
contrast* Johnson grass oontrol efforts likely reaohed their maximum in 
the ten to twelve plewings necessary for eradication in some areas* Re- 
eouBsnded cultural practices for the oontrol of this pest vary with lo­
cation* soil* temperature* and moisture* as shown in the following re­
view of literature*
Fort I* Cultivation
Ball (5) reported that there Is no one method of Johnson grass erad­
ication that eon be recommended for a whole area* due to wide variations 
in heat* soil* and moisture* Johnson grass makes its most rapid and per­
sistent growth on the rich alluvial soils of the south* where there Is 
plenty of moisture* This growth decreases in persistence as the northern 
limits ef its habitat are approached* Farwell (3b) stated that Johnson 
grass cannot compete with the native growth in Louisiana* but under cane 
cultivation it is presenting an increasing menaoe* Farwell and Hurst 
(31) stated that the practice of including corn and beans within the ro­
tation Increased the Johnson grass infestation* The same was true for 
second year stubble* Briggs (ll) reported that cultivation is necessary 
in order to maintain a Johnson grass stand* Ha cited an Instance In 
which Johnson grass was destroyed during three years of gracing* Talbot 
(91) and Headly and Hastings as quoted by Overpeok (6?) found that 
Johnson grass responds to cultivation that is not thoroughly done*
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Headly cad Hastings in 1908, as quoted by Overpeok, controlled 
Johnson grass by shallow September plowing® and sowing to winter oats*
Jenkins (*») recommended that since Johnson grass starts lata in tha 
spring In Oregon, tha ground bo broken deeply during tha preceding fall 
and seeded to a heavy fall or op, this to bo out for hay In the spring, 
the land being fallowed far the remainder of the season* Pauliing (71) 
resown ended for Oregon conditions that the land be plowed during the 
late summer, planted to a small grain crop, and plowed again after grain 
harvest* Be stated that this scheme eradicates the Johnson grass in two 
years* Williams (10?) reported an SO to 85 percent oontrol of Johnson 
grass la Louisiana by the use of a winter planting of Singletary peas 
followed by replowing in June, and planting to cane in September* Volun­
teer growths of peas followed for two years, accompanied by an inorease 
in cane yield of sixteen tons per acre* Investigators for the Arisona 
Experiment Station (56) reported that their most effective method of eon* 
trolling Johnson grass was the use of summer tilled crops* Gracing with 
sheep was also effective, as was summer fallowing when carried out on dry 
land* Their erltlelema of summer fallow were that it was expensive, slow, 
and offered no returns such as are gained from intertilled crops or gras* 
lag* Panlling (71) suggested that where land in southern Missouri is sub­
ject to overflew, it is better to attempt to use the Johnson grass than to 
eradicate It* Overpeek (67) stated that the enormous expense of keeping 
Johnson grass in cheek in irrigated valleys in New Mexico has forced many 
large areas te be practically abandoned* He reported many instances in 
which Johnson grass was Irrigated for several days during hot weather, 
causing It to die to a large extent* In another instanoe, plowing, ir­
rigating, «nd plotiag again caused the rhitomes to rot* Talbot (91) 
stated that in many platan in tha oottoa bolt, Johnson grass is so per- 
a 1st ant and abundant that it in oft an more profitable to adjust the 
trapping system to it rather than to attempt eradication* He further 
suggest ad as methods of control breaking the land to shallow depths , and 
planting an intertilled crop* Shallow plowings showed a tendency to de­
velop tha rhisomes near the surface, and produced less secondary growth* 
Talbot found shallow plewinge most efficient during the hot dry summer, 
end effective during the winter if the location was subject to alternate 
free sing and thawing. In either ease, the main purpose of the shallow 
fallowing was to subject the rhlsorae to the hot sun or to winter freases* 
Willard (106) reported that winter plewinge made northern winters more 
severe on Johnson grass* Ball (5) and Overpeck (67) concurred with Tal­
bot in the view that fallowing exhausts the rhizomes by continuous shoot 
development, or by turning them up to the sun or winter ioe* He suggested 
that the first turning should be from two to three inches and should not 
be deeper then the killing penetration of the sun* Pollock (73) recommend 
ed an underground knife for the control of seedlings in north Texas, and 
the winter turning of land for rhisomc oontrol* He suggested that milder 
sections of Texas should not be plowed during the winter* In order to 
complete his program, he included hoeing or cultivation as a means of 
controlling escapes* Overpeek (67) reported a control of Johnson grass 
received in California by flat breaking in the spring, followed by run­
ning a knife weeder three inches under the surface at ten day Intervals, 
from May 1 to August 20* The University of Nebraska Experiment Station 
(97) reecmnended clean tillage or pasturage for one year followed by 
shallow plowing from mid-summer to frost as a means of oontrol* Paul-
12
lias (71) stated that since Johnson grass replenishes Its rhizomes late 
la the summer, cultivation should extend through this period# The in­
festation should ho destroyed os the above ground portions reach o height 
of one foot*
Cobb (17) stated that 100,000 sores of the eane belt of Louisians 
are so badly infested with Johnson grass that cane oannot be produced 
economically# This area oolnoldes with the best oaae land, since John- 
sen grass grows best whore eane grows best# thiols (9W reported that 
Johnson grass infestations in Louisiana have forced farmers to condemn 
eane that was otherwise good and that this Infestation lowered eane 
yields and increased production costs* The infestation of Johnson grass 
in Louisiana became more severe with the searelty of labor during and 
following World War II* One of the most effective praotloes in the con­
trol of Johnson grass, according to Valois, has been fallowing# This 
practice destroys nest of the fhisemee and part of the seedlings# It 
leaves as problems the remainder of the seedlings and the Johnson grass 
ef ditehbanks and headlands# Brown (12), Stamper and Chilton (87)« and 
Qebb (17) estimated the cost of fallowing to range from #12 to #2$ per 
acre# Cobb (17) stated that fallowing depletes the soil of organic 
matter, allows leaehlng, and leaves the land exposed to summer rains# 
ftome ef the advantages of fallowing as eited by Hurst (51)# iu addition 
to rhiieme and partial seedling control, are subsequent Increases In 
eane yield, the opportunity to summer plant, and the reduction in hoeing 
costs#
Farwell (5W reported that Johnson grass does not begin to store 
starch or to put out either secondary or tertiary rhi zomes until the 
grass is six to eight Inches high# He stated that Johnson grass sends
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forth Its tertiary rhlsome# at fl©waring time* Therefore the longer 
the pleat stands after flower lag, the larger and deeper the r hi some 
system becomes* Farwell recommended that each fallowing be so spaced 
ae to allow the plants to reach heights of only six inches* He further 
reocmended two years of fallowing as being better than one* In anoth­
er publication# Farwell (55) agreed with Wasson and MeCrory (98) that 
Johnson grass should not be allowed to reach the heading stage during 
March* April, and M*y before being plowed under, and that during June,
July* and August it Should be plowed under at heights of six inohes*
▼aids (9b) reccnmeaded for Johnson grass control one stubble breaking, 
two disc plewinge, four choppings, sad two beddings* By this method 
TalOis reduced the 100 percent infestation of Johnson grass to two 
plants per acre* Cobb (17) stated that fallowing must be done often 
enough te prevent a growth of grass to any extent above ground* Wasson 
and MeCrory (98) recommended that the stubble cane be plowed out when 
harvested, and be followed by a winter cover crop which is to be left 
until the Johnson grass shows through* This eover crop should be plowed 
under In the spring, and fallowing continued as the Johnson grass reaches 
heights ef six Inches until time to make rows*
Fallowing within the cut of cane leaves part of the seedlings and 
the dltehbanke end headlands as problems* Hurst (£l) recommended chlo­
rates for the ditohbanks and headlands* Valois (9b) treated ditches and 
headlands from April to August by mowing and chopping, and flamed the 
ditches* Wasson and MeCrory (98) treated the ditohbanks by the use of a 
dltehbank plow, and recommended the planting of a strong, vigorous cane 
on the dltehbank rows*
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Part II• Mowing
St»rkl« (90) stated that of tha primary, secondary, and tertiary 
rhlsome*, only the tertiary overwinters * the tertiary rhlsome system 
develops with the seed and makes its most rapid growth during seed ma­
turation* There appears to be a transfer from the tops to the rhisomes 
as the plant reaches maturity, as shown by a decrease In t op weight and 
an increase in rhlsome weight* The rhi somes studied by Sturkie, at 
heading time, dough stage, and seed maturity, weighed 1, 8*8, and S3 
grams respectively, while the above ground weights at the same times 
were 23*3* 55*8# and 1*2 *2 grams* Frequent cuttings decreased the ter- 
tiary growth and brought the rhlsome system near the surface* Investi­
gators in Johnson grass control are in agreement that mowing or graslng 
reduces the weight of rhisemes and brings them nearer the surface*
Sturkie cited an Instance in which plants out in the one foot stage de­
veloped 77k grams of rhisomes* Since it is the tertiary growth that 
overwinters, next year*s growth is influenced by the rhlsome development 
of this year* Ball (6) reported that continuous mowing inhibited the 
tertiary growth of Johnson grass* Arny (1*.) reported that the cutting of 
Johnson grass during immature stages weakened the plant, and that rhi- 
scme systems under such a practice were poorly developed* The Johnson 
grass plant had utilised the reserve food of the rhisomes for their early 
growth* Talbot (91)* Pollock of Texas (73)* Jenkins of Oregon (5*0*
Paalllng of Missouri (71)* Perkins of Louisiana and Roberta of Kansas 
as quoted by Talbot (91) all recommended the pasturing of land for two 
years for Johnson grass control* Talbot, Pollock, and Roberts recom­
mended shallow plowing during the last summer of the two years of pas-
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turage, followed 'by an intertilled crop* Pammel (70) advised for John­
son gross eradication in southern loon grasing the area for one year, 
then fltt«bmking during mid*summer, keeping It clean until frost*
Paulilng (71) suggested for southern Missouri planting the Johnson grass 
Infested area to alfalfa* Sueh a practice, he stated, helps to oontrol 
Johnson grass hy the frequent cuttings necessary and by competition from 
the alfalfa* This practice is followed by summer fallowing to complete 
the job* Talbot (91) quoted Heard in Arisons as advising the overgraslng 
of sheep, while irrigating frequently to encourage top growth of Johnson 
grass* Sherwood (8i|) sprayed Johnson grass at heights of six to eight 
inches with a fine oil mist, and found several applications necessary to 
effect a control* Yarick (105) found, in California, the straight and 
fortified ells to be effective in Johnson grass control* This practice 
was not effective against the rhi somes but burned the tops severely* 
Subsequent spraying killed the new shoots and depleted the rhizomes*
Hurst (51) stated that hand cutting and burning of Johnson grass on ditohes 
has been ineffective in its control*
Part III* Orating
Cobb (17) reported that cattlemen, knowing the value of Johnson grass 
as a forage in Louisiana, had trouble in maintaining a stand under mod* 
crate gracing conditions* Johnson grass, when grown under turf condi­
tions, has Its rhlsome system close to the top of the soil and does not 
thrive in a compacted soil* This fact forms the basis for the oontrol 
of Johnson grass by graeing* Constant close grazing prevents the forma­
tion ef underground rhlsome systems, leaving only seedlings as a problem* 
Ball (5) reported that Johnson grass in the form of a meadow or pasture 
suffers a partial stand less unless the land is broken every third year*
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Cobb (17) recommended that plant oano follow throe year a of pasture In 
a else year rotation# In the experiment elted by Cobb, oattle were used 
during the three years when the land was devoted to grazing* and sheep 
were need for seedling control during the three eane years# Farwcll (3W 
reported that from two to three years of grasing resulted in an excellent 
oontrol of Johnson grass but that vary few plantations have sufficient 
land to allow this procedure# Heard* as reported by Overpeok: (67) # 
recommended the over-graslng ef Johnson grass with sheep on Irrigated 
lands# Wasson and MeCrory (96) found that one sheep per acre In Louisi­
ana kept certain ditohbanks and headlands free of Johnson grass during 
the year# Paul ling (71) reported that for large Johnson grass infesta­
tions* pasturing is one of the most practical ways of eradication# At 
times* pasturing must be supplemented with mowing in order to keep the 
plant to one foot or less# Two to three years of pasturing followed by 
a late somsr fallow ware effective* Pauliing stated#
Fart XT# Flame Cultivation
Dae to a curtailed labor supply* thousands of acres of valuable 
Sfugareane land became so infested with Johnson grass that the growing 
of sugarcane became a questionable venture# Experiments and plantation 
practices have tested the efficiency of flamers as a means of controlling 
Johnson grass# Arceneaux (3) stated that after eight flam ing s with kero­
sene* Johnson grass failed to grow back# After this period the rhizomes 
had reached advanced stages of decomposition and viable buds could not 
be found# Some Johnson grass In this experiment withstood ten bi-weekly 
flsmings* while plots flamed seven times at tri-weekly Intervals showed 
heavy infestations# In another test the Johnson grass was mowed on 
June 12 and June 22# Starting on June 89* the reourrent growth was
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flamed at weekly intervals* Ho Johnson grass grow book after the tenth 
flaming* Aroeneaux stated that Johnson grass oan bo eradicated In a 
short time through amorous flamingo, but that sugaroane is severely In­
jured by the number of flaming s* He suggested that suoh treatments be 
allied during winter periods*
Barr (10) observed flaming treatments which caused the oane to be 
severely burned, but netioed that recovery from this condition was rapid*
So reported that from three to four flamingo are nseesaary In order to 
oontrol the weeds, but that the weather may alter this number* Ho cites 
a plantation practice in whloh flaming was performed at weekly intervals 
for eight weeks, and observed very little Johnson grass at the end of 
six weeks* Barr (9) observed that Johnson grass, when two weeks in 
height and flamed at speeds of from one and one-quarter to one and one- 
half miles per hour, was killed to the ground* A second flaming one 
week later destroyed the dry material and the new green shoots whloh 
wore six inches high* The lower leaves of this oane were burned, but 
recovery was rapid, and the burned eane outylelded the hoed eane by one 
and three-tenths tons* In another lnstanoe, the flamed blocks and the 
cheeks possessed the same number of stalks, but the checks In seven tests 
outylelded the flamed by two and a half tons* The checks also possessed 
a higher brlx, sucrose, and purity* According to Barr, plantation op­
erators feel that flamers are a valuable and praotloal addition to their 
cultivating equipment, since they are more efficient and economical than 
hand hoeing*
The burning back of the foliage of a perennial plant depletes the 
food reserve* Aroeneaux (3) reported the changes In the concentration 
of solids in the flamed Johnson grass rhlsomes* When the Johnson grass
was flamed every week for 8 weeks, ho found the percentage of solids in 
the rhitone• depleted• The food reserves were not depleted during the 
M m  period when flamed at intervals of two or three weeks but In each 
ease, as the number of flamingo increased, the percentage of solids de- 
creased* After eight flamingo, Aroeneaux found no viable buds and con­
cluded that this practice had effected eradication*
Farwell (33) stated that fragile, thin grasses when flamed had 
their outer cells ruptured, causing the grass to be killed back, while 
the larger sugarcane plants were only scorched on the outside* The 
terminal bud of sugarcane, being well protected, was uninjured, although 
the oane was stunted by the flaming*
PART I
SftCBkouM Studies tfslng 2,ii-D and Flaming as Control Methods*
Xntroduotlon
Among the questions whloh researchers are attempting to answer eon* 
earning the effectiveness of 2,1*.-D as a herbicide are those relative to 
time of application, effeetive rates, the most effective times for flam­
ing, and off eat a ef the treatments upon seedlings* With questions of 
this nature In mind, it was deemed advisable to perform controlled green­
house tests*
Review of Literature 
Fart 1* Physiological Action of 2*i|.»D
Mitchell (61*) stated that 8,i$?»D, when applied in the vicinity of 
the recta, enters and moves through the vascular system in the trans­
piration stream* It moves faster through this root mechanism when the 
sell is moist and the air dry* The 2,ii-D moves upward through non­
living cells* When applied to the leaves, 2,ii-D moves from living cell 
to living eell in a manner similar to the transfer of carbohydrates* 
Plants absorb 2,i*-D faster when in an aetlve stage of growth because the 
8 affects certain physiological processes such as respiration, ensyme 
activity, utilisation of reserve materials, and other growth processes*
A chemical which stimulates these processes would be most active when 
that growth process is active* Rasmussen (79) reported that the action 
ef is considered to be a direct result of protoplasmic toacicity*
In treated plants the respiration rates rose markedly* The loss of car­
bohydrate reserve and the decrease in dry weight were roughly accounted
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for by increased respiration, indicating no appreciable utHination 
for growth* Hsmner (39) reasoned that since such small dosages of 
2,ii*D are so effective, this would indicate the action of 2,1|-D to ho 
against some key mechanism in the plant* Possibly some ensyme system Is 
either stimulated or depressed* Of the ensymes tested, none were found 
to he Influenced by 2,1**D* Hsmner and Tukey (1*1) stated that the effeo- 
tlnaesa of 2,1&»D depends upon its conduction throughout the plant, the 
growth responses induced, and the destruction of speoifio tissue systems* 
Thornton (93) observed that 2,it.~D was more effective when the plant 
was young, succulent, sad actively growing* He also reported it to be 
more effective at 7©° F* or earner, stating that shade retards the kill* 
lag process* Yarlek (103) explained the susceptibility of young seed­
lings to 2,1*~D by stating that during the gemination period, the stored 
food of the seed is used in the production of the primary roots and the 
first leaves* The seedlings soon become dependent upon the new leaves 
for their photosynthet 1 e activity* After the seedling has grown and has 
started the manufacture of food, it becomes less susceptible* The author 
indicated that timing is all important in herbioidal applications* Thorn­
ton (93) reported that six hours was a safe interim between 2,i*-D appli­
cations and rain* Weaver (99) observed that oil carrier a of 2,2*-D would 
likely prove advantageous in regions of heavy ralnf&Ll, for when the 
Zjk*1® was applied in an oil and subjected to an immediate heavy rainfall, 
its response was not lessened* In contrast, Weaver and Greenwood (37) 
stated that rainfall often depletes the response from 2,i+-D when applied 
in an aqueous solution*
Mitchell and Marth, as reported in the Hawaiian Agricultural Experi­
ment Circular 06 (70)# observed that grass seedlings, growing in a 2,i*-D
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treated t«U| were inhibited in growth* Thoy stated that conditions 
favoring growth usually favor herbloldal action* Andus and Quastel (l), 
tttlBg ulna plant species and loir concentrations of 2,1±-D, found that
inhibited root growth and induced swelling of the hypoootyl» Han­
sen and iaehhelti (Itlg) etated that susceptible Inbred com lines had very 
restricted and abnormal root growth in plots treated with 2,lj-D* Some of 
the wore susceptible ones produced a mass of gal 1-1 ike tissue rather than 
a true root, when grown in plots sprayed with 8 pounds of 2#i**D per acre*
In contrast, the tolerant Inbred lines produced nearly normal roots, al­
though they were shortened and large In diameter* The leaves exhibited 
spwptesKS of severe drought in the presence of adequate soil moisture*
This may he traceable to a secondary effect resulting from a restricted 
root growth* There was a general stunting of all treated plants* Hansen 
and Buehhelts pointed out that treated seedlings would probably be more 
subject to the attack of certain disease and weakly parasitic soil or­
ganisms*
Part 2* Johnson grass Control with 2,1»*D
Zn 19UO* the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station (72) listed 
Slade, Tempi wean, and Sexton as being the first to use a plant growth re­
gulator as a herbicide* Credit for the f irst suggestion of using plant 
growth regulators as herbicides in the United States is given to E* J*
Kraus in 19bl* Zimmerman and Hitohoock in 19t|2 were given credit for 
being the first investigators in the United States to demonstrate the 
physiological properties such as oell elongation, morphogenesis, root de­
velopment, and parthenooarpy of the substituted phenoxyaoetlo acids* The 
first actual experiment designed to test the potentiality of growth regu­
lators as herbicides was oonduoted by Hsmner and Tukey in 19^U« Crafts
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(£?) r»port*d that Blackman in 19^5 found g,!*-!) to aet through the soil 
aa a selective temporary soil sterllant* Blaokman indicated that this 
has far reaching implications la weed oontrol * K1 lngman (60) gave W* 0* 
fsnplemaa credit for being the first to use a preemergent weed control*
It had been known for a one time that most of the weed seed germinate only 
in the surface of the soil and that those buried more deeply remain dor­
mant*
In 19^5* the chief ef the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Ag­
ricultural Engineering stated that 2,1^ -D would probably be of no value 
in the oontrol ef such grasses as Johnson grass* Ward (97) stated that 
generally most grasses are resistant to 2,U*D* Aroeneaux (3) reported 
that Johnson grass and other plants of the grass family showed no effect 
from the 2,i*-D used in the control of alligator weed (Alternanthera 
philoxsroldcs Griesb) • Greenwood (37) applied to pastures and re­
ported that it did not affect the grasses except as germinating seedlings* 
Harvey and Bobbins (1*6) and K1 lngman (39) agreed generally with Aroeneaux 
(9) that Johnson grass, like most other grasses, is resistant to 2,i4~D* 
Investigators of the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station (72) reported 
that, although 2,i+-D has relatively no effect on most grasses when applied 
in herbloldal strengths, it does have some effect on the growth and repro­
ductive capacities of certain cereals and grasses*
Credit is given, by the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station (72), 
to B* P. Clements for making the initial suggestion that 2,1**$ be used 
experimentally In sugarcane* The weeds of sugarcane under Hawaiian con­
ditions are predominantly grasses, and Clements observed that from five 
to ten pounds of 2,2H& per acre effectively controlled the weed emergenoe 
In sugarcane without injury to the cane* Soil applications of 2,iv*D Seemed
minimis* the degress ef susceptibility* sines the emergence
sf the seed sf asst plants is either partially or entirely prevented* 
Breen (IB) stated that 2*U~D is vary toxic to any germinating seedling 
sad that It should he applied to Johnson grass when the seedlings are 
sms to tea inches high* Hurst ($1) reported that the use of 2*i+-D for 
the oontrol ef Johnson grass seedlings leeks promising* Shaw (63) re* 
ported that 2*1*-D was showing promise in Hawaii as an effective herbi­
cide* He reported a depressing effect on ease germination when the 
herbicide was applied immediately after planting and before germination 
took place* Five pounds of 8*1**$ per acre gave an adequate preemergenoe 
control, while ten pound applications gave an excellent oontrol in ratoon 
eane with no visible injury to the eane* Applications of two and a half 
to five pounds of per aore gave satisfactory controls at times
without depressing the wane's gemination or growth* Shaw stated that 
deliberate or excessive applications are necessary before eane injury 
will result* K1 lngman (39) applied 20 pounds ef 2,1**0 per aore as a pre» 
emergence control* killing the rhi somes of Johnson grass and preventing 
all above ground growth* This rate* when applied to six inch seedlings* 
killed the rhi somes within the soil* but the seedlings continued to live 
In a stunted condition* These plants later developed roots and rhisomes* 
Aroeneaux (3) stated that evidence Indicated 2*lr»D to have some effect 
upon the oane plant* He recommended that 2*lt-D dosages be kept to a 
winim* to insure weed control* Fan Overbook (93) stated that statisti­
cal analyses have shewn BJU-D to be harmless to sugarcane plants* Stam­
per and Chilton (87) listed the following chemicals as offering promise 
in Johnson grass seedling controls 2*1*-D* 2,1+-D plus pentaohlerophenol* 
the trlehloreaeetetee* They stated that It is necessary to supple-
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most the with flaming in order to attain a sufficient control*
Wasson and MeCrory (96) stated that sufficient Information on Johnson 
graas seedling oontrol it not available for recommendation, but that 
several chemicals, including are showing promise aa preamergenoe
herbicides#
time (53) eitlng the work of Deportment of Agriculture men at Houma, 
Louisiana, reported that applied directly to the soil prevented
the sprouting ef nearly all Johnson grass seedlings* When the seeds were 
taken from the surviving seedlings and planted for a second generation, 
however, these seedlings survived to twice the extent of the originals, 
perhaps seeming to suggest that Johnson grass may be making itself immune 
to
Part 3* Flsming
Creasy and Barr (£9) stated that flaming does not kill by scorching 
but by inducing a temperature in the plants which causes them to dehydrate 
to such aa extent that plant cells are ruptured* The intensity of the 
best and the duration of the plant exposure determine the killing effect 
obtained* The sise and the age of the plant largely determine its re* 
elstanee* For a given sise burner and tip, the intensity of the heat 
varies with the pressure placed upon the fuel* The duration of the ex­
posure Is determined by the speed of travel# Proper setting of the burners 
directs the flames toward the base of the oane* Creasy and Barr recommend 
for a selected speed the use of the lowest pressure that will effectively 
kill the weeds without erop damage* They state that flamers should be 
considered a useful tool In the oontrol of Johnson grass, but In no case 
a cure all* Saxby (60) stated that the basic principle of the use of a 
flamer is the rapid destruction of seedlings while they are small and ten­
der*
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
First greenhouse Johnson grass Seedling Test*
Thlrky**iz «lx infth pet* vtrt planted with Johnson grass seed on 
October 6f 19b9» Tho iMd germinated on October 9* One-half of the 
pots were sprayed with ths ieopropanolamlne salt of 2#i*~D on Ootobor 
l£i at tha rata of two pounds par aero* The remaining half ware left 
entreated* serving as Shooks* The 2*k-D application was made with a 
Climax sprayer equipped with an 6002 mosaic* using a pressure of k5 
pounds per square Ineh* For this application* the pots were placed on 
a eenstaably sieving table which moved at the rate ef two miles per hour* 
For the newt nine days the plants in two check pets and two treated pots 
wore measured for height and were out off at ground level for moisture 
determinations* These plants were weighed prior to drying and then 
dried to constant weight at 100#-105* 0*
geoend Greenhouse Johnson grass Seedling Test*
Forty-eight six ineh pets were planted with Johnson grass seed* The 
seedlings* when five days old* were sprayed in sixteen of the pets with a 
tee pounds per aore rate ef lsoprepanelamine salt ef 2,iHD* A second 
group of sixteen pete was sprayed with the four pound rate of 2*i|>-D* The 
remaining sixteen pets served as cheeks* The appl lost ions were
wade with a Climax sprayer equipped with an 6002 nos els using a pressure 
of h5 pel** while the pots were on a constantly moving table whloh moved 
at the rate of two miles per hour* Each day two pots from each of the 
three groups were measured for shoot heights* and the moisture content 
ef the above-ground portions was determined as In the first experiment*
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Third ^ ptfatontt Twt ~ Spraying and Flaming*
In an effort to determine tha effects of 2 ,1**1) plus flaming upon 
Johnson grass seedlings, the following experiment was performed* Four 
hundred and seventy pots four inohas in diameter ware planted with John* 
son grass seed* Tha seed were a mixed lot from the sugareane belt of 
Louisiana* On January 88, 1950 the number of seedlings, than three to 
firs lashes high, was recorded* Pots 1 through 189 received no treatment, 
serving as eheeks* Pots 190 through 335 received the triethanolamlne salt 
of 2,1**D at the rate of two pounds per aore on January £3* Pots 5$k 
through ii77 reoelvsd the triethanolamine salt of 2,li-*D at the four pound 
rats,on the same day* Three hundred sad sevmty*four ee* of a h0 per eon t 
trlsthanolamlne salt of £,1+*D (1*0 percent 2,1±HD) was mads up to ten gallons 
of water* The eenstaotly moving table, on whloh the pots were plaeed for 
spraying, moved at 187 feet per minute* The nosele output was 790 oo* 
from 8006 gpraysr-systen fan*type nossles* For the four pound rate, the 
procedure was the seme, except that do* of the U0 percent 2,i*~D were 
weed*
Counts were made eaeh day on ten pets from each treatment and the 
checks following spraying, in order to determine the number of seedlings 
surviving the 2,Zp»D treatment* This group, totaling thirty pots, was 
them flamed at 15 pel* Four additional oheek pots were flamed on suo~ 
eessive days for six days, at eaeh of 10, 20, and 30 pounds per square 
inch*
During the flaming process, the flat type burners were placed so 
as to direct the flame toward the base of the seedlings* The burners 
were placed twenty Inches apart* Oae pressures against the butane were 
10, 15, 20, and 30 pounds per square inch* The four Inch pots were so
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placed la the flats* on a constantly moving table* that their width 
•quailed the width of tha Johnson grata seedling infestation in sugar- 
eane* The spaed of the table while flaming was 187 feat per minute*
Final seedling oounts were made on February 11*
Three pete were a sleeted from eaeh treatment and check daily*
The abo ve-ground pert lame of these plants were measured* out off, and 
weighed* Moisture content of the shoots was determined by drying to 
constant weight at 100**105* C*
Variations in Temperature with Increases in Distance from Burner*
la order to cheek the relationship between distance from the burner 
*m4 temperature* a metal grid was constructed* This grid had nine ver­
tical «4»f horizontal rods* These rods were placed two inches apart 
cm center* giving the grid a length and width of sixteen inches- By 
moans of a thermocouple* the temperaturee at the several grid locations 
wore determined* The pressure of the butane was kept constant at ten 
pounds per square ineh* Temperature measurements were made with the 
grid located four* eight* twelve* or sixteen inches in front of the 
burner*
Greenhouse Experiment Testing Effects of g.*li»»D and on .Seedlings
In Sterilised and Ohstorlllced SpIJjl.
Four hundred and forty pots* four inches In diameter* were steri­
lised and filled with a sterilised soil* Four hundred and seventy-two 
pots were filled with an unsterilised soil* Mixed lots of Johnson grass 
seed from the Louisiana sugarcane belt were planted*
The speed of a constantly moving spray table was adjusted for 190
fnt par minute* Three sprayer-system fan-type noesles were placed on 
* boon which was 8$ inches above the table • The nos si as were 12 Inches 
apart* affording for this height a 100 percent overlap* Air pressure 
placed upon the spray solution ranged from 1# to 1*5 pounds per square 
Inch* Seme of the seedlings In this test were sprayed with this solu­
tion under the ahere conditions at the rate of four pounds of 2*4*t> per 
aere* while ethers were sprayed with 473 to* of the same solution at the 
rate ef two pounds per sere*
On Kerch 4# 1950 the masher of seedlings In eaoh pot was recorded* 
The pots* with seedlings then 3 to 5 Inches high* were treated on March 
9 as fellowsi of the unsterlllsed group* l4@ received applications at 
the rate of four pounds of 2*4-E per acre* l4l received applications at 
the rate ef two pounds of 2*4-B per aore* and 190 were left unsprayed 
as cheeks| of the sterilised group* 130 received the four pound rate* 
lill received the two pound rate* and 160 were left unsprayed as checks* 
Each day* for thirteen days following the spraying* a number of the 
pots were flamed* At the time of the flaming the pots were placed in 
fleets so that their widths were the same as the width of the drill in­
festation in eane* The speed of the table was the same as during spray­
ing* Two flat-type burners with a nossle opening of *052 inches were 
placed twenty inches apart* The fls ies from those butane burners were 
directed toward the base of the stems of the Johnson grass seedlings*
A count of the number ef seedlings was made prior to flaming to 
find the number of seedlings surviving the treatment* The pots
were flamed as follows! eaoh day* six pots from the unsterlllsed oheck 
were flamed at 15 pounds per square inch* and two each were flamed at 10* 
20* 30* and 40 pel*f ten pots of the sterilised checks were flamed dally
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at 15 fsl»i in both the sterilised mad unsterilised groups, the plants 
la ton pots eaeh of the too and four pound rates of 2,lHD were counted 
and fined daily, using a gas pressure throughout of 15 pel* Two counts 
were made, on Mar eh 27 and on April 5* following completion of the flaming 
treatments*
In order to obtain some measurement of inhibition of roots and shoots 
ef the seedlings, fifteen pots from the sterilised lots were used* Five 
of these were dheeks, five had reoelved a treatment at the rate of two 
pounds of 2t,l*-D per aore, and five had reoelved a treatment at the rate 
of four pounds of 2jU<*D per acre* The above-ground shoots were out and 
weighed, sad the roots were washed and weighed*
&tudl«» ef tha of Thre« R»f s of gJiwP Application unon JateBon
grawLflwftrrt mfl
In the area selected for this test, Johnson grass seedlings were 
germinating on March lit, 19&I&* Treatments used were at the rates of 
two, three, and four pounds per aore of the sodium salt of and
two, three, and four pounds of the mleronised sold form of Three
repl 1 cations of the three rates of both forms of 2,i+-D were applied on 
March 25, 19M3* The seventh application was a three pound rate of 
which was one-half sodium salt and one-half mleronised acid form of 
The materials were applied to plots 5 feet x h9 feet, using 100 gallons 
of eaeh solution per acre* Counts were made on oontrol and treated areas 
on April 26, in order to determine percentage controls of Johnson grass* 
Height measurements were recorded on April 26, 19i|B*
n « U  B »l—  g -it-D  P la» Ttow d FUm lnga In  Johnson Press SoodUwc
C ontro l.
Applloetiona of S^iHD m i  mod* with a thrss-row field sprayer at 
two Mrf six pound per aore rates* Both preemergenoe and postemergeno© 
treatments vere given* A comparison under field conditions was made ae 
to the moat effioient time for flaming these treated areas* The
fleatings mere made, using a plantation flamer, either one meek or two 
seeks following the 2,1*»D applloations*
What sise Johnson grass seedlings ean be most effectively killed by 
means of 2,l4**D and flaming? In an attempt to answer this question, two 
pounds of were applied to Johnson grass seedlings when three to
flee, five to nine, and seven to eleven Inches high* Treatments of 2,1+-D 
and flaming were given, using a large sprayer and a plantation flamer*
The seedlings were flamed one week after they had been sprayed* Counts 
were made after allowing sufficient time for reactions to take place*
RBNEH&T8
ObttmtioiM have been mad* of stunted growth and drought symptoms 
exhibited by treated Johnson grass seedlings# Parts of tha first
three greenhouse taata mars diraotad toward tha study of those symptoms* 
la Table X are presented the effects ef the treatments on seedling 
heights# The shook plants gradually increased In height from 3*6$ to 
20*92 aa* over a period ef eight days, while tha seedlings treated with 
2,U-J) grew very little during this eight day period*
Table I* Heights of 2*i*-D treated seedlings on successive days following 
treatment*
treatment
I '■'"T— ^ 3 & $ ' S ’ ’
7
8
Check 8.63 U.13 12.69 14.00 16.78 20.14 10.02 20*92
8 lfca. 2,i»-D 
j*r Mar* 7.63 7.57 7-85 7.87 7.38 9*16 9*07 7*07
h lb». EJ^-S 
p*r a«r* 8.60 8.71 6.88 10.75 10.06 11.59 8*62 9*96
Average of three ter£s* ileiglvtjs given in centimeters.
Applications ef two* three* and four pounds of 2*ifD per acre ap­
plied under field conditions resulted in tha stunted growth of Johnson 
grass seedlings shown in Table II* The untreated oheok seedlings ranged 
in heights frcra six to ten inches* while the treated seedlings were two 
to four Inches high* Percentage controls for £*lHD treated seedlings 
in this test were lower than usual because of spaoe of time between treat 
nests final reading of results* (termination* although Inhibited* was
32
active during this period* Therefore the percentage oontrol inoXudes 
reduction in seedlings at the time of treatment and the Inhibition of 
gemination that followed*
Table II* Average heights and percentage oontrol of Johnson grass seed* 
lings treated with 2*i+-D under field conditions*
Treatment Bate No* Johnson grass seed- Ave* do* Percent Average 
in lbs* lings on 3 square feet Johnson Johnson seedling
per Replications grass grass height on
acre 1 2 3 seedlings oontrol April 26
SodlfBB
8,4-D e 99k 81*4 428 622 27*2 3 inches
M i a
2,4-D 3 380 262 358 333 61.0 S inches
SoditB
2,4-B 4 168 558 412 513 63.4 2 Inohes
Amid
tfb*! e 1150 350 860 787 7.X 3-1+ in*
Aoid
,8*4rf> 3 444 ko6 5X6 455 2+6*6 2-3 In*
Aoli
2,4-D 4 205 520 I|S>1| 383 55*2 2 inohes
AsId ♦ mod*
l a  2^4^* 3 274 630 594 499 1+1*6 2 Inohes
Control 788 790 588 855 6-10 in*
fronted ttareh 25* l^fi&and data recorded April &6a 19A+B*
Johnson grass seedlings, when treated with two and four pounds of 
2,1*-D per acre, often developed a mass of gall-like tissue at the base 
of the stem, rather than true roots* Such a condition was frequently 
noted in greenhouse and field treated seedlings* This condition is 
pictured in Plate 1* In the fourth greenhouse test, one half of the pots 
contained sterilised soil* In the absenoe of root pathogens, it follows 
that the roots of the cheeks differed from those of the treated only by
of the treatment* Differences in shoot And root weights ob­
tained la thla tost ore shown in Tab la III* Two pounds of 2„iHD per 
ooro reduced shoot development by 17 #6 percent, while four pounds of 
2#i*~D por aoro reduced shoot development by 5® percent# Hoot develop­
ment under the two and four pound 2,U-D applications, was reduced by 
£9*5 end 99*1 peroent respectively# A graphic Illustration of suoh a 
difference may be seen in Plate I*
Table III# Comparative weights of shoots and roots of 2,2j.-D treated 
and ehsek Johnson grass seedlings#
Treatment He* ef Weight in grams
plants ikoots Shoots/plant Roots Soots/plant
Check,
Sterilised 119 60.65
/
0.51 52.8 0.44
2 lbs# £,U-D 
sterilised 91 58 #65 0.1)2 27*8 o.ljli
1* lbs* 2,1*—D 
sterilised U 5 28*15 0.245 20*7 0.18
It may be thought, since 2,i4.-D treated seedlings become stunted, 
that in the presence of adequate soil moisture these seedlings would be 
able to obtain sufficient moisture with their reduced root system# 
Adequate sell moisture was supplied to seedlings in three greenhouse 
tests# An analysis of moisture content was made, the results of whloh 
are shown la Table XT# The above-ground portions of the untreated seed­
lings averaged 88 #96 percent moisture, while the 2$k»D treated seedlings 
dropped as low as 78*b7 percent and 81*1*6 percent for the two and four 
pound rates# These percentages were recorded on the fourth day follow-
3k
lag trsttD«at«
Table XT* Fir««staga moisture in 2,4»D treated seedlings on successive 
days following treatment*
Treatment Day
1 E * i* 5 6 ' i 1^
Cheek 88*81 89*1)8 69.0U 89*76 88,71 88.97 88.57 88.97
S lba. 2,i*-D 
per acre 85*93 86*51 83*00 78 .It? 6JWA 86.75 6l*«89 86.52
1* lbs* 2,lH3 
per acre 68*22 87*li9 85*38 81.1*8 86.88 86.82 86.25 85.55
Average of tkree W i t *
Johnson grass seedlings , when 3 to 5 Inches high, were sprayed In 
the third greenhouse test with 2,lt*D« The eheek seedlings for this test 
were net sprayed* An aliquot ef eaeh treatment was flamed daily for 
eleven days* Results of this experiment are recorded in Table V* As 
the age of the check seedlings Increased, they became less susceptible 
to the flame* The oontrol of the flamed cheek ranged from 73*1 percent 
on the first day of flaming to 27*9 percent on the eleventh day* The 
percentage oontrol of the flamed, 2,1*~D treated seedlings (two pound rate) 
rose firm 90*8 on the first day to a maximum of Sk percent on the fifth 
day* The percentage control for the other 2,U*D treated seedlings (four 
pound rate) was consistently higher than for the two pound rate* The 
most effective period for flaming these seedlings seemed to be from the 
fourth through the sixth day* Control of the treated seedlings
(two pound rate) dropped to a range of 78*1 to 82*1 percent between the 
seventh and the eleventh days* In contrast, the range for the flamed
55
four pound rat* la the seme period was 93*5 97*7 percent. This com­
parison may be olearly seen In Figure 1*
Fuel gas pressures of 10, 19# £0# and 30 pounds per square inch 
mere used in flaming cheek seedlings. The results of this experiment 
are suumarlsed In Table VI and Figure 2. The higher gas pressures 
hilled a higher percentage of the seedlings* As the age of the seedlings 
increasedj they beeame less susceptible to the flame* For example, the 
15 psl* rate on the first day killed 75*1 percent of the seedlings, and 
only &i*5 peroent on the eleventh day* The age ef the seedling had less 
influence whan subjected to the higher temperatures at the 30 psl. rate*
The intensity of the heat and the duration of plant exposure largely 
determine the killing effect obtained when flaming* The intensity of the 
heat varies with the pressure exerted upon the fuel* When the gas pres** 
sure is held constant, the intensity of the heat through which a seedling 
must pass varies as its position varies with reference to the burner.
Such variations are shown In Figure 3* The information presented In the 
upper left of the figure was obtained by placing the grid four Inohes 
from the burner* For the data in the upper right, lower left, and lower 
right Of the figure the grid was placed eight, twelve, and sixteen inches 
respectively from the burner* It may be seen that the duration of plant 
exposure would vary not only with the speed of the burner, but also with 
the position of the seedling with respect to the burner*
Table 7* Studies of the effeote of 2^-D and flanlng upon Johnson grass seedling control as
influenced by tine*
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Figure 1 <. Studies of tho effect of 2*i-H3 and flaming upon Johnson grass seedling 
controls A - percent control with 2 lbs* 2,lH) plus flaming? S - percent control 
witb four pounds 2*L-D plus flaming? 0 - ehseic plants* flamed only#
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Figure 2* Percentage control obtained by flaming Johnson grass, seedlings*
A - 10 pounds per square inch of fuel pressurej 3 • 15 psi* of fuel pressure* 
C * 20 psi* of fuel pressurej D - 30 psi. of fuel pressure*
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Figure 3* Variations In heat intensity related to distance from 
turner* TJpper left, four Inches from burner* upper right, eight inches 
from burner* lower left, twelve inches from burner* lower right, six­
teen inches front burner* Gas pressure held constant at ten pounds per 
square inch* Positions on grid separated by two inches on center*
Ob* of the effsots observed In the third greenhouse test was the 
ahtaek by weakly p&rasltle soil organisms upon the seedlings weakened 
by 2,4*0 and flaming* These attaeks were not observed on the untreated 
seedlings* Hansen and Buohholts (44) pointed out from their studies of 
8*4*0 treated inbred corn lines that these weakened plants would prob­
ably be mere sub j set to the attack of certain disease and weakly para*
sitio soil organisms* In an effort to determine the influence of soil
*
organisms upon the control of Johnson grass plants weakened by 2,4*0 and 
flaming, the fourth greenhouse test was performed* Pine hundred and 
twelve pots containing 20,426 three to five day old seedlings were treat­
ed* The results of this experiment are presented in Table VII and Fig- 
ures 4* 5, and 6* Mitchell (64)* Brown (13)* and Jorgensen (36) re­
ported that microbial activity Is Important in the inactivation of 2,4*D* 
Investigators of the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station (72) found 
that axrtoclavisg the soil, and thereby destroying the mloroorganlsms, re­
tarded the rate of Inaetlvatlon of 2,4~D* It would be expected therefore 
that 2,4-D on a sterilised soil would have a longer herbloldal Influence* 
However in this experiment, although the 2,4*0 on unsterilised soil was 
possibly not as active as long as that on sterilised soil, the difference 
appears to have been markedly overcome by the presence of weak soil para­
sites in the unsterlllsed soil which attacked the weakened seedlings, 
generally giving better controls* Johnson grass seedlings weakened by 
flaming only gave an average of 17*3 percent better control on unsterl­
llsed than on sterilised soil* Those weakened by two pounds per acre 
rate of 2,4-D plus flaming averaged 23*6 percent higher on unsterilised 
soil* The four pound rate of 2,4*D plus flaming on unsterlllsed soil 
controlled an average of 17*3 more of the seedlings*
1+2
The two pounds p«r «er« rate of 2*1+-D plus flaming on unatari Used 
sail gave controls ranging from 97*9 to 63*0 percent during the thirteen 
day period* The host controls at this rata wars obtained by treating 
with 2*ii-D plus flawing whan the flaming was within three days of the 2*i+-D 
application* Controls obtained for these treatments were 96*9* 97*9* 
and 9U*8 paroant respectively* Following this period there was a gradual 
deal in# in effectiveness of control* On the last throe days of the test# 
control percentages deopped to &+*l* 63*0# end 66*8 respectively* A sim­
ilar trend was noted on the sterile soil* where the seedlings again re­
ceived two pounds of £*i+-D plus flaming* In this ease* the most effec­
tive control percentages wore 72*0* 71*ii« 72*0* and 7l+*9# obtained on the 
first through the fourth days* These controls gradually declined to a 
low of 36*3 percent on the last day*
The four pounds per acre rate plus flaming on unsterilised soil gave 
controls ranging from 98*1 to 1+8*7 percent during the thirteen day peri­
od* Flaming the 2*2+-D treated seedlings during the first four days gave 
the most effective controls* when 98*1* 98*3* 96*8, and 98*1 percent of 
the seedlings were killed* After the fourth day the percentages dropped 
to a low of 1+8*7 on the thirteenth day* On the 11th* 12th* and 13th 
days* controls on unsterilised soil at the four pound 2*1+-!) rate were 
slightly lower than those for the sterilised soil at that rate* The 
latter gave controls which ranged from 68*9 to 1+7*8 percent* Againy 
after the first three days* a gradual decline in effectiveness was noted*
The two pound rate of 2*i+-D on sterilised soil plus flaming in­
creased the average percent control by 10*0 over flaming alone* On ma­
sher 111 zed soil* the same rate of 2*1+~D plus flaming gave an average of 
17*8 percent better control than did Fleming alone*
Control obtained by flaming alone on unsterlllsed aoil was an aver­
age of 16»h percent lower than that obtained by the four pounds per acre 
treatment pine flaming* The same rate plus flaming on sterilised 
soil gave an increase In average control of 16*2 percent over flaming 
alone*
In the test as a whole* as may be seen In Figure 6* there was no 
significant difference between the effeetlveness of the two and four 
pound rates of treatment on Johnson grass seedling control*
Johnson grass seedlings growing in unstar lie soil were divided into 
five groups* Each group was flamed with a different fuel pressure* the 
five pressures being 10* 15* 20* 30* and 1*0 pounds per square Inch*
Each group was divided into thirteen lots* and one lot from all five 
groups was flamed on each of thirteen successive days* The results of 
this experiment are summarised in Table VIII and Figure 7* The younger 
seedlings proved more susceptible to the flame* As the gas pressure in­
creased* the percentage of control increased* The range of control was 
as follows* 10 psi* controlled from 66*0 to 27*5 percents 15 P®1*# from 
61*0 to 37*1 pereentf 20 psi** from 89*U to 19*il percent* 30 psi** from 
100*0 to 247*1 percent 1 and 1*0 psi** from 100*0 to 59*3 percent*
Controls of Johnson grass seedlings through field applications of 
2*ip»D followed by timed floutings are presented in Table IX* The two 
pounds per aore rate of 2*1^ *D application as a preemergenoe spray con­
trolled 9U*02 percent of the seedlings* When this application was fol­
lowed by a flaming at an interval of one or two weeks* the controls rose 
to 99*9^ and 96*88 percent respectively* The two pounds per aore rate 
of 2*2p»D application as a postemergence spray followed by flaming one 
week or two weeks later* controlled 97*2(9 and 86*38 percent of the seed-
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Table VII. Influence of flaming, toil sterilisation, sad seedling ago upon Johnson grass saodllng 
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Table VII* . (Continued)
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Figure 6-, Comparison of effect! renass of Johnson grass control with two rates of 
2 application as influenced by aye of seedling ann soil sterility* A - two 
pounds 2.ix-n per aero* sterilised soilj B - two pounds 2Ah-» ter acre, uosterilized 
sell? C - four pounds 29h**t' par aero, sterilized soil? D - four pounds 2,U-I> per 
urtoterili^ ed soil*
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Figure 7. Peroentage control obtained by fitting Johnson grass seedling* of 
different agesf five variations of fuel pressure*
*
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Hag* respectively* When the rata was raised to six pounds par
a ora, and the seedlings ware flamed at the same Intervals of one or two 
weeks* pereentage eontrols were 98*5® and @8*30 respectively* Flaming 
alone controlled 77*0 percent of the Johnaon graaa seedlings*
Table XX* Stadias of the influence of plus timed flamingo upon
Johnson grass oontrol*
Treatosexxb Ho* of 
tests
Weight of 
herbicide
Type of 
application
Percent
oontrol
2*iW> 2 2 pounds Preemergence 9U*02
plus 
flaming one 
week later 1 2 pounds Presmergenee 99.96
tfM) plus 
flaming two 
weeks later 1 2 pounds Presmergenee 98*86
plus 
flaming one 
week later 2 2 pounds Postemergence 97.1*9
plus 
flaming two 
weeks later 2 2 pounds Postemergence 86* 3B
plus two 
flamings* one 
and two weeks 
later 2 2 pounds Postemergence 80*83
2^-D plus 
flaming one 
week later 1 6 pounds
%
Po stemergenoe 98*5®
2#lr*D plus 
flaming two 
weeks later 1 6 pounds Postemergenco 68*30
Flaming only 3 Po stemergenoe 77*00
The resulte obtained in Johnaon grass oontrol studies of the in* 
finance of seedling heights are presented in Table X* Johnson grass 
seedlings of three to five* five to nine* and seven to eleven inches In
height m r s  treated with 2#ip»D at the rate of two pounds per acre and 
flamed one week later* The smaller seedlings were most susceptible,, 
Percentage oontrols obtained for the three height groups were 89*3, 62*3, 
and 69*3 percent respectively*
Table 1* Studies of the effects of £*1^D at two pounds per acre plus 
flaming one week later on different sised Johnson grass 
seedlings*
Treatment Height of 
seedlings
No* of plants 
per 18 ft* drill
No* plants per 
ft* of drill
Percent
oontrol
Che ok 3 to 5 in* 29*5 1 each 0*6
2*ii**D + fining 3 to 5 in* 3*5 1 eaoh 3*8 89*3
Check 5 to 9 in* 123*0 1 eaoh 0*2
2flp*D ♦ flaming 3 to 9 in* 21*9 1 eaoh 1*2 62.3
Cheek 7 to U  in* 123*0 1 eaoh 0*2
2 *  flaming 7 to 11 in. 37*8 1 eaoh 0*3 69.5
DISCUSSION
Applications of £*2t-D to Johnaon grass seedlings caused them to 
be stunted* A mess of gall •like tissue developed near the base of the 
stem* The root length of treated seedlings was greatly reduced* and 
those roots present were large in diameter (Plate I)* With their in­
hibited above-ground growth and reduced root systems* treated Johnson 
grass seedlings were not able to obtain sufficient moisture from soils 
possessing adequate moisture* As a result* there was a partial dehy­
dration of the treated seedlings whioh reached Its maximum four days 
following the 2*l*-& treatment#
Johnson grass seedlings in both greenhouse and field tests became 
lees suseeptlble to flaming as they increased In age and slse* Flaming 
at fifteen pounds per square inch reduced the seedling infestation by 
73*1 percent when the seedlings were three to five Inches in height* 
Sloven days later the reduction was 2b*5 percent with the same gas 
pressure* As the gas pressure lnoreased* the intensity of the heat of 
the burner increased* These higher temperatures were more effective 
controls* A pressure of 10 psi* controlled 86*0 to 27*5 percent of the 
seedlings| one of 15 psi* controlled 61*0 to 37*1 percent! 20 psi* con­
trolled 89 *h to 19*1* percent! 50 pel* controlled 100*0 to 1*7*1 percent % 
and lf0 psi* controlled 100*0 to 59*5 percent* The age of the seedling 
appears to have less influence when the seedling is subjected to the 
higher temperatures of increased gas pressure* The use of a particular 
gas pressure should be determined by its effectiveness in Johnaon grass 
seedling control* and by its Injury to the cane should it be a oane in­
festation*
At the rate ef two pounds per sere* £*!*-£> plus flaming gave the 
meet effective control In one test when the flaming was done on the 
second or fifth day following the 2*J+-D treatment • In another test* 
the seme treatment was most effective when flaming was done on -the first 
three days fell owing treatment. Flaming during the first six days fol­
lowing treatment was moot effective with a four pound rate of 2*ij-D in 
one test# In still another test* the same rate of 2*li-D plus flaming 
gave the heat oontrol when the flaming was done on the first four days 
after treatment* As the age of the treated Johnson grass seed-
Hags inoreased beyond these ef festive periods* there was a marked de­
cline In oontrol*
Field experiments with 2*i*-D at the two pounds per aere rate fol­
lowed by timed flam Inge* gave a better oontrol when the flaming was done 
one week after the spraying than when the flaming was done two weeks 
after spraying* Percentage oontrol for the former was 97»h9» and for 
the latter 86*56* The four pound per aere rate of 2*l4.-D applications 
plus flmning did not prove to be* in these tests* significantly better 
than the two pound rates plus flaming* Field applications of 2*ij.-D at 
a six pound per acre rate gave 96 percent control when flaming was 
done one week after treatment* Flaming two weeks after treatment at 
the six pounds per acre rate of 2*i+-D gave a somewhat lower control of 
68*56 percent* Results ef greenhouse and field tests were comparable 
as to efficiency of Johnaon grass seedling control*
One of the effects observed in the third and fourth greenhouse tests 
was the attack by weakly parasitic soil organisms upon the Johnson grass 
seedlings which had been weakened by flaming and 2,2±-D# Hansen and Buch- 
holts pointed out from their studies of 2*i*-D treated inbred corn
55
that these weakened plants would probably be more subject to the attack 
of certain disease and weakly parasitic soil organisms* In an attempt 
to evaluate the influence of these soil organisms on the oontrol obtained 
from 8^*# end flaming, half ef the pots were star 111 sod and the remalndei 
were left unsterlllsed* Mitchell (6U)# Brown (13) • and Jorgensen (58) 
stated that microbial activity was important in the inactivation of 
Investigators ef the Sswalian Agricultural Experiment Station (72) re* 
ported that the destruction of the soil microorganisms through autoolav* 
lug retarded the rate ef inactivation of 2,i|.*D# Therefore the sterile 
pets possibly had a longer period of herbloidel Influence but did not 
have the soil organ! « s  to attack the weakened seedlings* In Johnson 
grass seedlings weakened by flaming an average of 17*3 percent better 
control was obtained on unsterilised soil than on sterile soil* In 
Johnson grass seedlings weakened by at the two pound per acre rate,
a 23*8 percent better control was obtained on the unsterillsed soil* In 
the four pound per acre rate of S,lHE> application plus flaming on unster* 
llised soil there was obtained sn average of 17*3 percent better control*
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11. Controlled greenhouse toetc suggested that the weak soil parasites 
attacked the Johns cn grass seedlings that were weakened by 2#i+-D 
and flaming, resulting In controla that were from 17*3 to 23*3 
higher than those obtained on sterilised soil*
PART II
CSOBptriMa of Field Tests with Greenhouse Tests as to Efficiency 
of Johnson frees Seedling Control*
Introduction
Am a result ef Johnson grass infestations in eane, thousands of 
acres of rich alluvial eaae land in Louisiana are producing low sugar 
yields with Increased production costs* The Infestation has been so 
severe that sugarcane production often becomes a questionable venture* 
Such conditions have made it imperative that control methods be dcvel*» 
oped* Greenhouse, small plot, and field scale tests were begun in 191+7 
In an attempt to find a practical control* Field scale tests involved 
the use ef large sprayers and burners, and were an attempt to answer 
questions concerning the most effective herbicides for Johnson grass 
seedlings in cane, rates and time of application, faotore that may In­
fluence herbioldal efficiency, etc*
Review of Literature 
The complete review of literature concerning Johnson grass seedling 
control is presented in Part I* Due to the related nature of Farts I 
and II, the same review of literature is applicable to both*
eaJO
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Materials and Methods 
Large scale Johnson grass seedling oontrol studies wore carried 
out on load that had previously toon fallowed* The practice of fal- 
M a l i  whan properly performed, destroyed the r hi comes and part of 
the seedlings* The remaining seedlings presented problems during the 
fall after the eane eras planted, and again In the spring* Six to eight 
Outs, ranging in site from one to three acres, were used la these large 
field seals tests* Herbloides were applied by means of a three-row 
tractor -dr sera, sprayer* flaming operations were performed with regular 
plantation flamers of the two and three row types* In these attempts 
to find an eeenemlo control ef Johnson grass, practices such as regu- 
lag and spot treating plants which had escaped previous treatments were 
need* Spot treating was done with a three-row tractor-drawn sprayer 
similar to the ones used in large scale herbioidal drill and blanket ap­
plications, except for a change in boom* For spot treating, a wand- 
type ef arrangement was designed with one wand and one operator per row*
As the sprayer stored over the escape plants, the operator spotted them 
with solutions ef either two pounds of sodium chlorate safened with one 
pound of CaloitSB chloride per gallon of water, or one pound of 100 per­
cent fOA per gallon of water* Applications were made as the Johnson 
grass heads first appeared*
Beth postemergenee and presmergenee applications were Included in 
the field scale tests* One treatment Included a preemergenoe applica­
tion of two pounds of amine 2,1**D in the fall following planting, and 
the roguing of plants which had esoaped this fall treatment* After the 
case field wee shaved in the spring, another application of the amine 
2,1*-?) was made* this operation was repeated in April or May, and again
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tl Uyby tine* Prior to the layby lypUottlon, tho out woo rogued or 
•pot treated* In another treatment* Johnaon grass seedlings were 
treated ae outlined above* but were given two flamings as well* The 
Seedlinge were flamed following the fell and the April or May appli- 
eatien* Two to throe weeks elapsed between the 2*1+-D treatment and 
the flaming* Another treatment was similar to the 2#i±-D plus flaming 
Just described, except that the sodium salt of was substituted
for the miss form* In a fourth treatment* the Johnson grass seedlings 
received!two pounds per aere of 2*J4*D in the fall plus flaming two to 
three weeks later* The following spring* two pounds per aore of 2*lt~D 
were applied after the shaving operation* In April or May* and again 
at layby time* two pounds per aere ef £,i±-D plus six gallons of penta- 
ehlerephenel were applied* Still another treatment sailed for fifteen 
pounds ef trlehloroasetate per aere in the fall plus flaming and one 
rogning* Spring and summer applications of thirty pounds of TCA per 
sere were wade to the seedlings when four to eight inches in height* 
and again at layby time* In seme instances* the ohemloals were applied 
by drill applications covering from twenty-four to thirty inches of the 
ao»oaly«tuo inch row* and requiring rates ef only one-third to five- 
twelfths of the previously mentioned rates* A final treatment in the 
large scale seedling oontrol study involved the use of regular planta­
tion practices* plus one to two regulngs and one to two hoe Inge*
Frequent counts were made to asoertain the number of surviving 
seedlings and the effects of treatment upon number and height of cane 
•talks* During the fall when the outs were harvested* the resulting 
production of clean eane was recorded* Samples of this cane were ana­
lysed for hrlx* sucrose* and purity by the sugar mill laboratories*
A luoMfsful hortiold® for Johnson grass seedlings in cene should 
give a centre! without Injury to oane* In a study of this aspect of tho 
problem, tha solas form of 2,lp**D was applied at one, two, three, four, 
six, nine, twelve, and eighteen pounds per aere to freshly out stubble 
of sugarcane* dumonium trlchloro&oetate was applied at ten, twenty, 
thirty, and forty pounds per aore* The effeets of these materials upon 
ease shoot development was determined by a oomparison of eounts of cane 
shoots in treated plots with those of adjacent untreated rows* The 
amino form of £,it*D at one, two, three, six, nine, twelve, and eighteen 
pounds per aere and the triohloreaeetates at five, ten, fifteen, and 
twenty pounds per aere were applied to the seed pieces of sugarcane in 
an uncovered row* The rows were covered, and subsequent shoot develop* 
went was compared with that of untreated rows*
Two pounds of the sodium salt of 2,i**D were applied as a plantation 
practice to Johnson grass seedlings In cane prior to applications of 
tractor fuel, heavy marine diesel, Shell & 40, Esso I*!?, and LHH 6* The
Johnsem grass seedlings ranged in height from four to eight inches at
the time of treatment. While the cane was six to fourteen inches high*
A directional spray was used, the oils being applied to the basal four
inches of the seedlings and cane* The width of drill covered was
twenty to twenty*four inches* Each oil was applied at fifteen and 
thirty gallon rates to three row plots* Counts were made to determine 
the percentage Johnson grass control and the influence of the oils 
upon the oaae stand*
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RESULTS
la Table XX is presented a comparison of the results obtained In 
presmergence end poatemergenoe large soale field tests as to effective­
ness in controlling Johnson grass seedlings* Preemergence spring appli­
cations of at two and four pounds per aere oontroiled 75*9 *nd 76*7
percent of the seedlings , while fall appll oat Ions at the two pound rate 
of controlled 83*5 percent* Poatemergenoe spring applications of
two pounds of 2,li-D, giving a 1*7*0 percent control , were not as effective 
aa the presmergence applications* A preemergence application at the rate 
of two pounds of 2,i*-D per aore# followed by a postemergence application 
at the same rate destroyed 83*3 percent of the seedlings* Similar appli­
cations # both applied as poatemergenoe treatments, lowered the control to 
72*9 percent*
Seven fall flaming tests killed an average of 63*1; pereent of the 
Johnson grass seedlings* Flaming the seedlings when four and five weeks 
old controlled 80*0 and 63*0 percent respectively*
Elneteen preemergence fall applications of £ , i | , - D  at a rate of two 
pounds per acre, followed by flaming, gave an average reduction of in­
festation of 91*6 percent* The range of the nineteen tests was from 
81*1 to 100*0 percent* When a second flaming was added to the above 
treatment in three of the tests, additional control was obtained* A 
post emergence application of tiro pounds of 20L|.-D per acre, plus two 
flttaings, destroyed 96*2 percent of the seedlings*
results of postemergence applications of two pounds of per
acre, when flamed one or two weeks after treatment, Indicated that as 
the time between the 2,1*-D application and the flaming operation
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laiHMtdi the effectiveness of control was lessened* Average controls 
wider thee# condition* popped from 97*5 to 79*3 peroent*
fen pounds of TGA per aero as a pro emergence fall application con­
trolled 78*8 percent of the seedlings* Two pounds of 2,lHP per aore plus 
tea* twenty| or thirty pounds of TCA as poatemergenoe applications eon* 
trolled 85*1# 85*5# and 89*7 peroent of the Johnson grass seedlings re* 
speetlvely* Ten pounds of TCA per aore as a presmergence application 
pins a peetemergsEnee flaming operation controlled 90*7 peroent of the in* 
Testation*
Presmergence applications of two pounds of per acre followed
by a poatemergenoe application of the same with six gallons of pent a* 
chlerephenol gave an average control of 96*6 percent* When like rates 
were all applied as pe sterner genes treatments, the control dropped to 
81*7 peroent*
fable XIX summarises the results obtained when basic herbicide 
treatments were made in conjunction with cultural practices used on the 
plantations* These cultural practices, such as shaving, off-barring, 
chopping, and dlrtlng were generally most effective in the middles* The 
herbicides were usually aimed at seedling control within the drill* An 
average of three tests. In which Johnson grass seedlings received an 
application of 2 *ip»D followed by two flam Inga and a roguiag, gave a con* 
trol of 99*6 percent* Two applications of two pounds of per acre
plus one flaaing mnA one rogulng destroyed 99*5 percent of the seedlings*
The latter treatment plus a layby spray of two pounds of 2,iH& per acre 
controlled an average of 95*6 peroent of the seedlings in three tests*
Two tests which received two applications of 2,jU*D at the two pound 
rate followed by flaming, a chlorate spot treatment, and a layby blanket
application of averaged 85*9 percent seedling control rt When,
prior to tbs layby 2,1*-D application in the series of treatments just 
outlined, s roguing was performed, 68*9 peroent of the seedlings were 
destroyed*
Two applications of 2,1*-D plus a spot treatment of TCA and a layby 
applleatlon gars a somewhat lower control of 79*0 peroent* By 
fleasing the 2,2*-D treated seedlings in this series, the overall control 
was raised to 97*9 peroent *
The effectiveness of treatments in which applications of TCA were 
used ranged from 87*3 to 97*6 peroent* Two applications of TCA followed 
by a spot treahaent of TCA* a roguing* and a layby application of two 
poinds of 2JU-D gave a seedling control of 87*3 peroent* A substitution 
of a layby application of TCA for the 2,if-D raised the percentage of con­
trol to 69*6* TCA plus roguing and a TCA layby application controlled 
92*fc percent of the seedlings* By substituting a spot treatment of TCA 
for the roguing* the effectiveness of control was Increased to 97*6 
peroent*
Two pounds of 2#U~D per aore plus and pentaehlorophenol, a
spot treatment and a layby application of and pentaehlorophenol
controlled 78*2 percent of the seedling infestation* A TCA spot treat- 
asst In this series* la place of the chlorate, raised the oontrol to 
824*9 percent* Two pounds of per aore plus six gallons of penta-
ohlerophenol, followed by flaming and roguing, destroyed 99*7 percent of 
the Johnson grass seedlings*
A successful herbicide for Johnson grass seedling oontrol in sugar­
cane must not injure the cane stand, height, or yield* Bata on the 
effects of basic herbloidal treatments upon stalks per aore, yields.
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and sugar content of the cane are given In Table XXIX* In order bo ob­
tain thate difftr«&eu4 a comparison was made of the treated areas with 
their checks*
Three treatments lowered the number of stalks per aore* first* two 
applleations plus flaming* roguing* and a layby 2*1*-D application; 
Second* a substitution of a chlorate spot treatment for the roguing In 
the above series % and third* two TCA treatments plus a spot treatment of 
TGi and a layby TCA application* In the first oase* when the same series 
of treatments was used in two other instances* there occurred a marked 
increase in cane stand*
Only two of the treatments reduced the tons of cane per aere* The 
first included two applleations of TCA followed by a spot treatment of 
TCA* roguing* and a TCA layby application* With the second reduction* 
the same treatments* emitting the roguing* were used*
Twelve treatments out of fourteen lowered the pounds of sugar recov­
ered from each ton of eane* nevertheless* even with this reduction in 
sugar per ten* the sugar per aere was higher than in the cheeks for twelve 
ef fourteen treatments* The two treatments giving lower sugar per acre 
were those previously mentioned whieh gave lower tons of oane per aere*
The range of Johnson grass control with the fourteen treatments was 
from 70*0 to 99*0 percent* With this lowered competition from the John­
son grass* cane in the treated areas generally outyielded that in the 
eheoks * At times the treatments caused a delay in cone maturity* result­
ing in a lower sugar yield per ton* but this was usually overcome by a 
larger yield in tons per acre* The net result* as shown in Table XIII* 
was a higher yield in sugar per aore in twelve of fourteen treatments*
Table XI* Pefoentage Johnson grata oontrol obtained In field toalo toots through tho uso of oortaln 
ohemloalt sad flaming*
Tins of Prooxtorgoneo Post emergence Pootttttorgonoo Postemergenoe So* of tests Pernod
treatment treatment treatment I traataont 2 treatment 3 oontrol
Spring 2 lbs* 2#i*-D 39 73*9
Foil 2 lbs* 2,lH)
2 lbs. 2,U-$
51 83*5
Spring 2 1*7.0
Spring 1* lbs* 2,1|-D 2 76.7
Spring 2 lbs. 2,h-n 2 lbs. 2^-D
2 lbs* 2>»$
U 83.5
Spring 2 lbs* 2*lt-D 2 72.9
Fall Flanlng 7 63J*
Fall
2 lbs* 2*1+-$
Flaming Flaming 2 61.5
Fall Flaming 19 91.8
Fall 2 lbs* 2*1*-!) Flaming 3 87.1
Fall
2 lbs* 2,i|-D
Flaming 2 lbs* 2*l4-D 2 88.5
Fall Flaming Flaming 3 99.6
Fall
2 lbs* 2*14.-$
2 lbs* 2,lHD Flaming Flaming 2 96.2
Spring 2 lbs* 2,1*-D Flaming 6 97.1
Fall 2 lbs. 2,U-D Flaming 1 wk» 
after planting 2 97.5
Fall 2 lbs* 2#iH) Flaming 2 arks*
6 lbs* 2*14-$
after planting 3 79.8
Fall Flaming 1 ek*
6 lbs* 2*1$.-D
after planting 1 96.1
Fall Flaming 2 vks.
95.6after planting 1
Fall Flaming at 
four eks* 1 80.0
Fall Fleming at
63.0five wks» 1
Fall 10 lbs. TCA 1 96.2
Fall 20 lbs* TCA 2 66.1*
Fall 30 lbs. TCA 2 70.9
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Toblo XII. Control of Johnson grot* obtxlnod fro» two to six .treatment*. Including appllo&tioni of varlono 
__________ ohowlool*. flaming, ond roguing.________  .
No* of Trowtnont 1 Treatment £ Trootasnt 3 frootmnt 4 Irootnont 5 trootawst 6 final no* Poroont
toots plants/ft* oontrol
of drill
1 2,l-D Roguing 1 in 8*2 9 M
5 2,lH> Flaming Roguing 91*3
I Filming Roguing 69*1
3 2.lH> Flaming Flaming Roguing 1 in 31*9 99.6
2 2,lH> 2,iH> Fleming Roguing
Layby 2tii-»D 1 in 28#1*
99.3
3 2.U-B flaming Roguing 95*6
1 2tk»l> 2,1*”D Chlorate
Layby 2jt~D 1 in 16*3spot treat* Roguing 79*9
3 2.U-D Flaming Chlorate
Layby 2#1*-D 1 in 3l+*lspot treat* Roguing 88.9
2 Flaming Chlorate
Layby 2jkm0spot treat* 1 in 87*8 85*9
I 2,lH) 2|1(»D TCA spot
Layby 2,U-D 1 in itf.2treat* 79*0
2 2^**D 2,lH> Flaming TCA spot
Layby 2jk~V 1 in 1|66*7treat* 97*9
1 TCA Hogulng 96*2
2 TCA Flaming Roguing
1 in 67.1
97*3
1 TCA Roguing Layby TCA 92.4
1 TCA TCA spot
1 in 1)20*0 97*6treat* Layby TCA
1 TCA TCA TCA spot tr* Roguing Layby TCA 1 in 31-5 89*6
1 TCA TCA TCA spot tr* Roguing Layby 2,1*-D 1 in 25*8 87.3
1 2,lH> A
Pent* Flaming Roguing 1 in 38*0 99.7
1 2^-D Penta & TCA spot Layby Penta
2A-D treat* A 2#L-D 1 in 63*6 84*9
1 2^-D 3: Oilorate Layby 2#i*-L
Penta spot treat* A Penta 1 in 11.0 70.2
n unsprayed check 1 in 1*7
£
table H U *  Influence of certain herbicides on cane yields*
treatment tone of
oane per 
aere
stalks 
per aere
Tom/A ■"■ssviBTr Sugar/Ton 
in pounds
Sugar/A 
in lbs*
2,1-D ♦ 2,1-D ♦ Flaming ♦ Roguing ♦ 
Layby 2,1-D (3 testa)
23.9?
21*66
31*21
32,512
21,979
34,412
♦19.31 
♦20.06 
♦ 1.29
♦23,197 
♦15.237 
- 418
♦ 1^1 
- 7*88 
-0*§1
♦3H1 
♦3032 
+ 205
£,1-6 ♦ §,L.-6 ♦ Fleming ♦ Chlorate Spot Treat* 
♦ Roguing ♦ Layby 2.1-D 31.21 34.1*12 ♦ 1.29 — 0*8l ♦ 205
2,1-D ♦ 2,1-16 ♦ naming * OhYb¥ate sfcot treat* 
Layby 2*1-D
A 1 " 
26*91 39.059 ♦ 2.59 -2,805 - ♦ 266
2,1-D ♦ ^ ,1-6 ♦ Flaming + Spot treat* TdA tr. 
Chlorate ♦ Layby 2,1-D 26*91 41.963 ♦ 2*59 ♦ 126 - 7*10 + 266
2,1-D + £,1-6 ♦ Spot Treat* TdA ♦ Layby §,1-6 £^•11 46,754 ♦ 1.79 ♦ 4.935 — l*t& rjB T
§,1-6 ♦ 2,1-6 A 6enta + Spot treat* T6A * 
Layby 2,1-D A Penta 28*98 46,609 ♦ 1*66 ♦ 4.770 -16*36 ♦ 363
Sjl-D1 '♦ §,1-6 + Flaming ♦ Spot Treat. TCA + 
Layby 2,1-D (2 tests)
' 3§.S5...
32*85
T O T -'""'
49.949
♦ K J T '
♦ 8*57
' ♦"S.FST" 
♦ 8,045
-§6*11 
-28*17
+ 668 
♦ 608
2,1-D ♦ 2,1-D A Penta + Spot treat:* Chlorate + 
Layby 2,1-D A Penta 31*85 ♦ 1*90
TCA ♦ TCA + Spot treat TCA + Roguing ♦ Layby 
TCA 29.87 41,382 - 3*80 +11*60 - 123
TCA + TCA ♦ Spot Treat* TCA + Roguing + Layby 
2.1-D 40.365
TCi + TCA + Spot Treat* TCA + Layby TCA §§*7b ' 39.640 - i*6§ « 2,263 - 9*29 -
TCA + Roguing ♦ Layby TCA ££*9§ "83531' ♦18*36 +16,698 - t*99 +2%er
Cultivated, hoed twice, and tail fed To* 56 io.97'6''' ♦ 5*94 ♦ 3*643 riyig-' ♦ 90§
Plantation practice 1*65 ■ 6,735'
Cheek 3§*95
Cheek ’"'"'TOS..n r ,517 "
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Tbt amine ffers of 2,i*»D was applied to the freshly out stubble of 
ease at rates ranging from one to eighteen pounds per aore* One through 
six pounds per aere gave small reductions in number of stalks per aore, 
as shown in Table XX?* Nine through eighteen pounds per aore resulted 
In an inereased nianber of stalks of oane per more*
After ten pounds of ammonium trichlorcaoebate were applied to the 
freshly out stubble of oane, there was an inerease In shoot development* 
Following 20 and 1*0 pound applications of ammonium triohloroaoetate, 
the stalk count was slightly lower, as may be seen in Table XT?* After 
50 pounds of ammonium triohloroaoetate, the oane stand was markedly re» 
dueed*
In contrast to the above Increases, one to eighteen pounds of 2,i**»D 
pear aere applied to the uncovered seed pieces of oane resulted in a 
marked decrease in shoot development (Table X?)* Five, ten, fifteen, 
and twenty pounds of TCA applied under the same conditions resulted in 
a reduction of subsequent shoot development*
Brier to the oil applications listed in Table XFX, two pounds of 
2,i*-D per aore had been applied to the test areas* The fifteen and 
thirty gallon rates of the oils were applied on September 50, 19U9# fol* 
lowing Johnson grass and oane counts* Final counts were made on October 
li*# 19^9* During this period, the oils gave Johnson grass controls 
ranging from 50*5 to 99*9 percent* Nine of ten treatments resulted in 
an increased number of stalks of oane* The thirty gallon rate of trac­
tor fuel application was the only treatment whioh resulted in a reduced 
oane stand*
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Table XIV* Studies of the effects of TCA and 2*l4.**D on subsequent shoot
development of oane when applied to freshly out stubble»
Treatment Founds Humber of oane Ho* of oane Peroent Increase
per aore shoots per shoots per or deorease in
10 ft* of row aore oane stand
Amine X 99 42,830 ♦15.10
8,4-b 2 67 48,642 - 3.53
3 lib 53,596 -33.77
6 60 143,560 -13.61
9 86 68,436 +23.83
12 78 56,628 +12.31
IS 7k 53,724 + 6.55
Cheek 6% a 50.421
Ainmonl mi 10 101 73,326 ♦45.43
trlohloro- 20 69 50,094 - 0.65
acetate 30 h7 34.122 -32.33
UP 69 50,094 — 0.65
Cheek 69-5 50.421
2,4-D k 1X5 82,474 -14.71
Cheek 133.2 96.703
table XT. Studies of the influence 
applied directly to oane
of herbicides on cane stands -when 
seed pieces.
Treatment Pounds per acre Average number of cane shoots 
on eighteen feet
Amine 2#U-I> X 1.3
2 0.7
3 0.U
6 0.5
9 0*0
12 0.0
18 0*0
TCA 9 3.9
10 1*1
15 0*3
20 0.3
Check 13.64
Table XVI* Studies of the effeots of 2#1*-D followed by herbioidal oils 
on Johnson grass oontrol end oane stands*
Treatment No* Johnson No* Johnson Peroent Cane Peroent
K * grass plants grass plants Johnson stalks ino* or
aere prior to after ap­ grass per deo* in
application plication control acre stalks
2 lbs* 2,1*-D
♦ 15 gale* 
Esso U5 1*5*1* 6.56 85*6 Hi,290 +29*2
2 lbs* 2,i*-D
♦ 50 gals*
0*66 11**290Base 1*5 87*6 99.8 +29.2
2 lbs* 2,1*—D
♦ 15 gels*
+61.6Shell 21*0 58*7 0.78 98.5 17,883
2 lbs* 2J*-D
♦ 50 gals*
Shell 2l<0 92*2 1*00 98*9 13,882 +25*5
2 lbs* 2,i*-D
♦ 15 gals.
+1*0*2LEE 6 111** 8 2*11 98.8 15,515
2 lbs* 2,1*—&
♦ 50 gals*
12,698 +ll**8LBB 6 9^*9 0*11 99.9
2 lbs* 2^l*-D ♦
15 gals* heavy
1**80 +60*2marine diesel 55*9 91.1 17,720
2 lbs* 2,1*—D ♦
30 gals* heavy
91**8marine diesel 99*7 3*10 17,598 +59.1
2 lbs* 2,i*-D ♦
15 gels*
1*0*0 U*,290tractor fuel 61*0 50*5 +29*2
2 lbs* 2,1*-D ♦
30 gals*
137.6 - 1*5traetor fuel 12*3 91.1 10,901
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Discussion
A* a result of plantation practices in sugarcane cultivation, there 
hue occurred a buildup of Jobneon grass rhi somes and seed throughout the 
plant oane and stubble* Beeause of this buildup, growers are harvesting 
the plant oane and wily one stubble erop* Oftentimes the Johnson grass 
infestation becomes so severe as to reduce the first stubble crop yield 
below a profitable level* After plowing out the stubble, the best means 
of destroying rhi semes has been found to be fallow plowing* This prac­
tise destroys part of the seedlings as well* The remainder of seedlings 
becomes a problem after the oane is planted in the fall, and again in 
Spring* Some of the chemio&l methods of eradication as used in the drill 
of sugarcane have so controlled the Johnson grass as to allow an increase 
in ease yield* By controlling the seedling Infestation throughout the 
plant oane crop, the operator is better prepared to enter into and ex­
pect a better yield from stubble erops* The cost of the chemical meth­
od Is comparable to hoeing costs and is superior in its control as shown 
by Plates III and IV*
S* P* Clements, as reported by the Hawaiian Agricultural Experiment 
Station (72), stated that soil applications of 2,I**D seemed to minimise 
differences in susceptibility, since the emergenoe of the seed of most 
plants Is entirely or partially prevented* Brown (12) stated that 2,i*-D 
is very toxic to any germinating seedling and that it should be applied 
to Johnson grass up until the seedlings are one to two inohes high* In 
line with the above statements, presmergence 2,lp»D applications were 
found mere effective than poatemergenoe applications, although neither 
gave a satisfactory oontrol of the Johnson grass seedlings* Seven fall
Ik
fUfiisg tMtl k!U«d ttt average of 63*4 percent of the seedlings*
If either the 2,4*D M r  the flamings gave e satisfactory oontrol When 
need alone, hot e combination of the tec gave e practical oontrol*
Vlnateen fall presmergence epplleetlone of 2,4-D plus flaming averaged 
91*8 percent eentrol* Poatemergenoe applloatIons of two pounds of
then flamed one and two weeks later, gave controls of 97*5 and 
79*0 peroent respectively. The effectiveness of this control method 
le pictured In Plate IX, As the Interval of time between spraying and 
flaming Increased, the effectiveness of control decreased* This time 
factor had been observed in greenhouse tests also, when flaming on or 
before the sixth day proved mere effective in all cases.
Ten pounds of tri ohloroaoetate per aore as a presmergence appll* 
cation plus flaming destroyed 90,7 percent of the seedlings, while ten 
pounds of TCA alone controlled only 72,8 percent,
A preemergence application of two pounds of e,i*~D per aore fol* 
lowed by a postemergence 2,1**D application plus six gallons of penta* 
ehlerophenol per acre gave an average control of 96,8 percent. The 
asms treatments, both applied as poatemergenoe sprays, controlled 81,7 
percent. These controls are comparable to those obtained from 2,14*3 
pins flamiag, and it appears likely that pentaehlorophenol is best a* 
dapted to the larger seedlings when they are less susceptible to 2,4*1)» 
Cultural practices oan more effectively control Johnson grass seed­
lings In the middles. Practical controls of seedlings within the drill 
were found ew«wg the treatments listed In Table XXX, Basic treatments 
of 2,4-3 plus flaming were generally the most effective. Second in 
•ffectlveness were the TCA treatments, while the pentaohlorophenol 
treatments were third. With all of the treatments presented In Table
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XXXI in which £*it~D was used, the yield of the treated area exceeded 
that of its check* In nine of ten treatments* the sugar per ton was 
lees than that of the ohecks* hut even with thle reduction In sugar per 
ton* the yield in sugar per aore was higher in ten of ten treatments*
Two of three tests (Table XIII) using TCA other than as a spot 
treatment produced less sane per aore than the oheoka* The sugar per 
ton and sugar per aere in two of three TCA treatments were lower than 
that of the checks*^
Applications of pentaehlorophenol within the treatments* as listed 
in Table XIII* resulted in an increase In tons of oane per aore in two 
out of two cases* Although the sugar per ton was reduced* the sugar per 
aere was increased in the one pentaehlorophenol treatment on whioh these 
sugar content analyses were made*
With the exception of TCA treatments* the removal of part of the 
Johnson grass competition by the treatments allowed the cane to produce 
a higher yield per aere* The herbloldal applications appeared to have 
delayed cane maturity* causing the sugar per ton to he consistently less 
than that for the checks* This decrease was balanced* however* by higher 
yields per acre* The sugar per ton was consistently higher in the treat* 
ed areas*
Since the higher rates* (nine through eighteen pounds) of the amine 
form of 2*1*.~D allowed an Increase in number of stalks per aore* (Table 
XIT) It is indicated that 2*lt~D when applied to the freshly cut stubble 
did not injure the oane stand* In contrast* the same rates of 2*lp*D 
(Table XT) applied to uncovered seed pleoes markedly reduced oane stands* 
Applications of TCA at ten pounds per aore to freshly out stubble re­
sulted In an increase in number of oane stalks per acre* while twenty*
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thirty, and forty pound TCA applleations resulted in a reduction In 
•talks par aero (Table XXV)* Aft«r applications of TCA at five through 
tm t y  pounds par aore* applied to unoovered oano seed pieces* the oane 
stand was markedly raduaad (Table XV)*
&wm*ry
PriwrgtBM applications of 2,h+D were generally moro effective 
than po sternergenoe applications*
The use of either 2*it*D applications or flaming alone failed to 
give a satisfactory eentrol of Johnson grass seedlings*
Properly applied and spaced applications of 2*U-D plus flaming 
offered a practical oontrol of Johnson grass seedlings*
Applications of were generally most effective * TCA plus
flaming was second, end 2*lHD plus pentaehlorophenol third*
Basic treatments of 2*lH) resulted In the treated area outyield- 
lag its oheokf In nine of ten such treatments* the sugar per ton 
was less than that of the cheeks* but the sugar per acre was 
higher In ten of ten treatments*
In two of three tests receiving TCA other than as a spot treatment* 
the tons of oane per aere* the sugar per ton* and the sugar per 
aere were reduced below that of the checks*
The application of pentaehlorophenol in a limited number of tests 
resulted in an increased number of tons of cane per aore* a lower 
amount of sugar per ton* and an increased amount of sugar per aere* 
With the exception of the TCA treatments, the herbloidal applica­
tions resulted in greater yield of oane per aore* less sugar per 
ton* and more sugar per aore*
Higher rates of 2JU*»D than applied in normal field practice did 
not reduce oane stands when applied to the out stubble of sugarcane* 
From one through eighteen pounds of per aore* when applied
to the seed pieces of sugarcane in an uncovered row* markedly
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reduced un< shoot development*
11# bam rates of TCA (tom pounds per aere) did not inhibit shoot do* 
velepeent whoa applied to freshly out stubble of sugaroane.
Twenty# thirty* end forty pound rates under the seme conditions 
reduoed the stead*
18* Bates of TCA frea flee through twenty pounds per aere when ap*
V,
plied to the uaeoTsred eaae seed pieoes resulted In a marked re* 
Cushion of sheet development*
PART XXI
t e s M  of Large Johnson Qrtsi Fliasta
Introduction
O m  phase of a successful Johnson grass oontrol program la sugars 
waw la the Bvtdiottioa of largo Johnson grata and Its rhlacmes from 
sugarcane fields, ditehbanks, and headlands# A successful Johnson 
grass herbicide should giro oontrol without markedly injuring the cans 
in yield or sucrose* For largo Johnson grass, a suoeossful horbieldo 
Must not only kill the above-ground system but must be translocated into 
the rh&somee as well# Experiments were performed In an attempt to find 
a herbicide that would meet these quail float ions • Other questions re­
late to the rate wad time of herbleidal application* Previous data are 
la disagreement as to the most effective time of application* Studies 
la Part III have attempted to answer this and other related questions#
Review of Literature 
Part 1* Johnson Grass Control with Chlorates#
Hanes (1*3) stated that ohlorate cannot possibly be used freely on 
mssds in sugaroane, because of its sterilisation effect on the soil, and 
Its stvsotlng ohlorotio effect on the oane# The physiological in* 
finance Is exerted apparently through the root system of the crop and by 
absorption from the treated soil* It is significant to note that even 
though a directed spray avoided the oane, the latent injury resulting 
from this practice la perhaps more severe than the deliberate or direct 
spraying of the caaevs foliage# One hundred pounds of ohlorate in £00 
gallons of water, when applied to weedy oane, did not pro duo e chlorosis
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ef the oeae leaves «• sterilise the sell* From 50 to 100 pounds of 
Chlorate In 100 gallons of wo tor, and $00 gallons per aere, did affect 
the eane crop end produce a partial soil sterility* In general, author­
ities bellewe that sell drenching is neoessary to produce soil sterility* 
Cana does not appear to be tolerant of chlorates at concentrations higher 
than 20 pounds per hundred gallons of water* The lowering of the chlo­
rate treatment to where it was no longer objectionable to the oane and 
sail resulted in an indifferent herbicide1 effect*
Kelson (66) stated that the rate of ohlorate application does not 
foretell the effectiveness of the ohlorate treatment, since decomposi­
tion and leaching may occur at different rates under different conditions 
Chlorate reduction is influenced by sueh factors as temperature, moisture 
organic matter, nitrates, pH, biological activity, and the ohemical and 
physical changes occurring during the wetting and drying of the soil* 
Grafts (22) stated that with herbicides aotlng through the soil, soil 
textural grade, water holding oapacity, and fertility are of paramount 
importance*
Investigators of the New Mexico Experiment Station (5W did not ob­
tain a complete kill by the application of *625 pounds of ohlorate per 
square rod to mature Johnson grass* Ball (6) obtained in California 
splendid results through the application of a two peroent ohlorate so­
lution to Johnson grass as it oame into flower* Harper (U$) applied 
•63$ pounds of chlorate per square rod on May 1$ and obtained a 5° per­
oent kill* A second spray in October at the same rate and to the same 
area allowed three escape plants* To an adjoining area, which was mowed 
when the Johnson grass bloomed and was remowed as the grass reached 12 
to 18 inches in height, he applied *62$ pounds of ohlorate per square
red on July ®8 and obtained a 95 peroent kill* Brown (12) recommended 
for Louisiana conditions four pound• of ohlorato per square rod for the 
oontrol of Johnson grass on ditches* fie suggested that this be applied 
whoa there was a good orop growth* Stamper and Chilton (87) reported 
that 5*75 pounds of ohlorate per square rod, and in some oases 2*8 
pounds per square rod* gave a satisfactory oontrol of ditchbank Johnson 
grass* These rates wore more efficient when applied to Johnson grass at 
heading time# Ball* Mad son* and Bobbins (7) In California reported that 
the chlorates were more effective when applied during the late summer 
and fall to plants approaehlng maturity* Sherwood (8JU) recommended from 
three to four pounds of ohlorate per square rod applied In October or 
Mevember and the treatment of any escapes with two to three pounds per 
square rod* Rutherford (78) stated that the time to kill Johnson grass 
in California was during the fall after the first rain* with possibly 
a second application in February* Hamilton (58) reported an efficient 
kill of Johnson grass In northwest Texas with two to four pounds of 
eodlat ohlorate per square rod as a foliage spray* Wasson and MoCrory 
(98) applied four pounds of ohlorate per square rod to a good top growth 
of Johnson grass before the seeds were formed* Jenkins (5&) obtained 
aa effective kill of Johnson grass in southern Oregon by the applioa- 
tlen of three pounds of sodium ohlorate per square rod* In Missouri* 
Paul ling (71) out the Johnson grass several times In order to prevent 
seed formation applied sodium ohlorate effectively at three pounds 
per square red to land of medium fertility* and four pounds per square 
rod to fertile land* He reported that these applications were best 
applied to Johnson grass when the plants were three to four inches high 
during September or October* There appears to be an agreement among
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Investigators that ohlorate treated plants and the soil should not ho 
disturbed by burning or plowing*
Investigators of the Hew Mexico Experiment Station (*&) reported 
that chlorates had a piaee in Johnson grass oontrol along ditches and 
famees* but felt that cultural practises were more efficient for field 
control* Robbins* Graft* and Raynor (77) stated that temporary soil 
starHants suoh as sodium ohlorate* oarbon bisulphide* ohloropiorln* 
borax* sodium and ammonium thioeyanates* end ammonium sulphamate were 
employed almost exclusively to oontrol deep perennials in orop lands*
Stampear and Chilton (87) suggested the spot treating of mature Johnson 
grass In sugarcane with a two pound per gallon solution of sodium chlo­
rate* They sited the work of Leon Godehaux in whloh he used sodium 
ohlorate In badly infested stubble oane and obtained an economic con­
trol of Johnson grass and an increased oane yield* Hamilton (38) ree- 
ocmnnended for northwest Texas the application of chlorates to small 
patches In fields* fenee rows* and irrigation ditches* areas whloh were 
Inaeoeseible to field implements* Talbot (91) stated that weed killing 
chemical a were usually not suitable for Johnson grass in fields but
that they had their use along roadways* femoe rows* and railroad rights
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of way* He stated that chemicals which killed Johnson grass would kill 
other plants as well* but said that the ohemical injury was no greater 
than that caused by the Johnson grass*
Crafts (21*.) used sodium chlorate as a temporary soil sterllant and 
reported that Its selectivity might follow the localisation of the chem­
ical in the soil* Be cited as an example the destruction of Johnson 
grass rhlsomes and the survival of the deeper rooted wild morning glory 
(Convolvulus arvensly)* Rutherford (78) discussed the movement of
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•odiw ohlortt« by ititiag that the sterllant moved deeper
into the soil with time, end that the surface was the first to beoom© 
free* The Johnson grass which escaped his ohlorate treatments was 
found to be shallow reehta* Robbins, Craft, and Raynor (77) stated 
that sodium chlorate, a contact poison, might under certain conditions 
ha a translocated herbicide* They farther stated that it would kill 
plant roots by absorption* Only in times of severe drought were there 
extensive failures of sodium ohlorate in humid regions* Crafts (25) 
discredited the movement of chlorate through the phloem, since the 
phloem functioned as living cells, and It was difficult to see how 
these treated cells eould be living* He oited the work of Loomis, et* 
el*, which had shown the chlorates moving through the xylem* Paul ling 
(71) stated that sodium ohlorate worked only downward and not to the 
side, end that therefore any treated area should extend six feet beyond 
any visible plant*
Stiver (66) used the polyboroohlorates at five and a half to eleven 
pounds per square rod and found them to aet faster and with more effec­
tiveness against Johnson grass than did the straight borate material*
Ho If (10b) stated that the chlorate and borate mixtures prevented the 
fire ha sards of the chlorates but did not reduce the period of star* 
ility* It was a general practice with investigators to safen sodium 
chlorate with half its weight of calcium chloride*
Tirt 6* Johnson Grass Control with TCA*
Crafts (19) sad Crafts and Harvey (27) reported that the triohloro* 
acetates were most effective after a foliage application whloh was later 
washed into the soil by rain* Investigators reported in Chemical Industry 
(36) that Johnson grass was more effectively killed by foliage sprays
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than by soil »^lloations* Their explanation of this was that TCA 
mis translocated ss s foliage spray, while with soil applications It 
could not build up a lethal eoneentration to appreciable depths*
Bykcr (79) stated that so&l applications of TCA were as effective as 
foliage applleations under moderate soil conditions, but that foliage 
applications gave better oontrol during dry periods* Wolf (lOU) 
and Investigators in Dona to Barth (18) reported that sodium TCA con** 
tact burned the foliage of Johnson grass but that its most Important 
action was through the soil and into the plant roots* They agreed 
that there was sens evidence of trans 1 ocation* However a 1951 news­
letter of the TJSBA failed to confirm this point, stating that TCA 
foliage applications had little effect on Johnson grass, since the TCA 
was net translocated from the foliage to the roots* It was reasoned 
that much of TCA*a success depended upon the leaohing of the chemical 
down through the soil to the root level* It was agreed that rain or 
sufficient soil moisture was necessary for the TCA to be effective*
Sohaal (81) reported that a single spray of two pounds of TCA per 
square rod killed Johnson grass for four and a half months when applied 
la late June* In Chemical Industry (36) it was reported that from *5 
to m6St pounds per square rod of TCA was necessary for most noxious per­
ennial grasses, but that a higher rate was required for Johnson grass*
Ryfcer (79) reported a 95 to 100 percent oontrol of Johnson grass from 
applleations of 1*36 pounds of ammonium trichloroaoetate per square 
red* Brown (IS) stated that 1*67 pounds of ammonium TCA per square 
rod killed Johnson grass and produced a soil sterility of unknown limits* 
Hcmllten (3®) applied from one-half to three-fourths pounds of 90 percent 
sodium TCA per square rod and killed from 95 to 100 peroent of the
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established Johnson grass* In s 1951 GSDA newsletter it was stated 
that from #685 to 1*25 pounds of TCA per square rod had been found to 
be excessive in Johnson grass oontrol* Good results were obtained 
under western conditions with *25 pounds per square rod*
Investigators reported in Chemical Industry (56) that TCA treat* 
msnte of Johnson grass seemed to be more effective if applied before or 
during blooming* In Down to Barth (18) It was reported that the best 
control of Johnson grass with TCA was received following mowing, allow* 
lag regrowths to reaeh heights of ten to twelve inches, then spraying 
between October and frost* In Texas, Stiver (80) found that the TCA5s 
■ere most effective on 12 Ineh vigorously growing Johnson grass*
Wolf (IQU) and writers in Chemical Industry (36) reported that 
better results were obtained with TCA on the sandier types of soil*
Loustalot (63) stated that T&A persisted longer on a clay soil than on 
a sandy clay* He stated that TCA*s toxicity decreased with time except 
in flats stored at ten degrees oentigrade* Its rate and degree of in­
activation was greater at the warmer temperatures* His findings indi­
cated that prolonged toxic effects may be expected during oool weather 
»'nA that higher rates of TCA can be applied safely during warn weather*
The toxicity of TCA did not deorease with time when It was applied to 
an air dried soil* The toxicity was shortest in a saturated soil*
Byker (79) found that after applications of 1*56 pounds of ammonium TCA 
per square rod the toxicity lasted longer on dry than on moist soil, 
that all toxlelties disappeared within three months*
A tJSDA newsletter reported that, oddly enough, TCA had shown great 
promise in the controlling of Johnson grass in Arizona and southern 
California* Glider conditions of this type, where rainfall is so limited.
oa* vould hardly ixpoot favorable results*
Part 3« Johnson Qrass Control with Maleic Hydraside
Sukel (106) sprayed soil with ten pounds of malelo hydra8id© per 
aero* The Johnson grass seed germinated, grew to a height of one inoh, 
developed a purple anthooyenln coloration, and died* Johnson grass, 
when six inches high, was sprayed to runoff with a *25 percent solution 
of maleic hydraside* The growth of the plants was inhibited and they 
gradually developed the typical aathoeyanin color and died* Johnson 
grass similarly treated when 16 inches high grew slowly, remained 
green, but failed to produce seed or rhinames* Currier and Crafts (50) 
applied a *2 percent solution of malelo hydraside plus a »02U percent 
vateol solution to Johnson grass* As a result, the Johnson grass stopped 
growing, developed a purple anthoeyanln oolor, and died* The authors 
found, as did Sukel, that the age of the plant was crltlo&l, the young 
plants being wore susceptible* Oyer (68) applied from 8 to 30 pounds of 
walele hydraside in 200 gallons of water per acre to mowed Johnson grass 
and received no favorable response* After two weeks, a 50 pound appli­
cation was applied to the regrowth, which caused a top kill* Lighter 
dosages of 8 and 12 pounds per acre Inhibited growth of the grass* None 
ef the rates used killed the Johnson grass* Stiver (86) made applica­
tions ef 2, hs <M*il 6 pounds of malelo hydraside per aore* After four and 
a half months, he received a 10, 57, and 22 percent kill respectively*
The herbicide inhibited growth and seed setting*
Material* and Methods
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ffmlwtloa Studies la Johnson Grass.
Whether * herbicide la translocated or not la an important question# 
In an attempt to answer this question, potted Johnson grass plants mere 
grown, until they were blooming and setting seed# Solutions of the fol* 
leering strengths per gallon ef water were prepared! 0.5 pounds of TCA, 
1*5 pounds ef sodium chlorate, 0*165 pounds of malelo hydraside, 0.165 
pounds ef 6,^9, end 0*165 pounds of Sharpies EC 37I4O* On January 66, 
1950 thirty# 1* pets ef Johnson grass plants were dipped into eaeh so* 
lutlea in an inverted position, allowed to drain, and righted so that 
the herbicides did not run late the sell* An equal number of pots were 
left untreated as cheeks* The plants were so watered in the greenhouse 
that the herblelde was net washed into the soil. For three weeks, at 
the end ef the week, the top growth was out off of ene*thlrd of the pots 
in both the treated and untreated groups* On Kay 65, the shoots of re* 
growth were counted and the condition of the rhigsmes studied* Observa­
tions were made during the period from January 68 to Hay 65 as to form­
ative effects upon subsequent shoot development.
Effectiveness of Herbicides as Influenced by Rate and Time of Application.
Authorities disagree as to the most effective time in the life of 
the Johnson grass plant for herbloldal application. For Instance, Ball 
(6) reported splendid results with a two percent chlorate solution ap* 
plied as the Johnson grass plants started flowering. In contrast,
Paulilng (71) out Johnson grass several times under Missouri conditions 
to prevent seed formation, and found that from three to four pounds of 
chlorate per square rod were most effective when the Johnson grass plants
H »  t h m  to flour inches high and succulent, during the months of
September end October* In en attempt to determine the most effective
herbicide, its rate, end meet susceptible age of plant under Louisiana
oenditions, the follwoing experiment was performed* Ammonium trichloro*
aeetate at 109# 16U# 218# and 273 pounds per aore# sodium trlohloroaoetate
at ,U »  seme rates, emmets at 1908 pounds per aore, and sodium chlorate at
1*3&# 5b5# and 65U pounds per aore were used as treatments# On April 12,
19&I& one-third of the test area was mowed* Another third was mowed on
May 9* At that time, the regrowth was one~half as high as the unout
area* Thus the three sections on May 9 were in varying stages of growth^
unout, half*grown, and freshly cut stubble* On that date each of the
herbicides listed able# was applied in U3& end 100 gallons of water to
the three stages ef Johnson grass growth* On May 50, using the same
rates ef chemicals in 100 gallons of water as a diluent, the treatment
was repeated with another area in the same three stages of growth* Final
counts ef plant reactions and survival were made over four square yards
in the center of each 100 square feet plot on August 20, 19i|B*
Percentage Contorl of Pitchbank Johnson Oraas with Varying Amounts of 
Chlorate, Polyboroohiorate, and TrIchloroaceiate* ~ ''
Applications of sodium chlorate at 600, 1*50, 300, and 150 pounds 
per acre the trichloroaoetates at 218, 16U, and 109 pounds per aore 
were made to ditehbank Johnson grass infestations with a tractor drawn 
sprayer* One side of the boom was so lengthened that It treated the 
maximum width of ditches* Hossles were spaced one foot apart and the 
outside ones were equipped with cutoffs to accomodate narrower ditches*
The chlorate applications were safened with one-half their weight of 
calcium chloride* Pelyborochlorate was applied at 1305, @70, and b35
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panada per aore to plot a of 200 square foot. Tho spray applications of 
pelyberochlorate were made with a oltmax sprayer* and the solid applica­
tions wora distributed hy hand* Percentage controls of Johnson grass 
were determined fra* aonnts made on ona to seven treatments at aaeh rate.
Studies of tho Effects of Ground and Foliage Applications of High Rates 
of Chlorate* ani! TriohloroacataWa on iokwoni grass Control andCane 
fjal’g ; "--------------------------- -------- a--------------------
Applications of high rataa of chlorates* chlorataa fortified with 
Samtobrlte, and trichloroaoetates were made to the Johnson grass in­
fested stubble of sugarcane* The herbicides were applied from a three- 
row tractor drawn sprayer with water as a solvent* Applications were 
made either as ground or foliage sprays* Ground applications were made 
with a skidding type of shoe which straddled the cane row. The noazlee, 
owe on either side of the row, were so placed that the basal six to 
nine Inches of cane and Johnson grass were sprayed as well as the ground. 
Foliage applications were made with the same sprayer, except that the 
horlsontal boom was placed above the cane sufficiently high to prevent 
the ease being broken* In this type of application, the above-ground 
portion of Johnson grass and cane was covered with the spray solutions*
Bates of applications were as followsi 60, 60, 109, 162*, and 218 
pounds of TCA per aeref 109* 161** 218, and 527 pounds of sodium ohlorate 
per aoreg and 109* l&i* and 218 pounds of chlorate per acre, each for­
tified with forty pounds of sodium pentaohlorophenate (Santobrlte)*
From one to as high as eighteen treatments were made at eaoh rate*
The reported results are averages of these treatments* Because of 
variations in time and location of treatments, the effectiveness of these 
herbicides was Influenced by such factors as heights of Johnson grass,
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extent of Infestation* soil moisture end rainfall, and soil type and 
fertility* These end other factors have been reported to affect the 
controls obtained with the above herbicides*
Counts were made of surviving Johnson grass plants and records 
were made of injury to cane stands* if any* The cane harvested from 
the treated areas was compared with that from the oheolcs* Samples of 
treated and untreated cane were analysed in the sugar mill laboratories 
for brix, sucrose* and purity*
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Results
la an attempt to determine whether or not herbicides are translo­
cated, tho following study, results of whloh aro proaentod in Table XVI, 
performed• Johnson grass plants, whan approaching maturity, wars 
dipped Into a numb or of solutions in an inverted position, than allowed 
to drain and righted so that the herbicide did net run into the soil*
The pets were watered in such a manner as to prevent the herbicides from 
washing into the soil* Plants from twelve pots of each treatment were 
cut off at weekly Intervals and the subsequent shoot development record* 
ed (Table XVII)* The oheoks developed S06, 82®, and 183 shoots in each 
group of twelve pots following one, two, and three cuttings respective* 
ly* The chi orate treatment developed 78, 52# and I4B shoots after the 
same periods* Those treated with triehloroaeetate developed SO, 10, and 
3 shoots* Plants treated with malelo hydraside, when out after two and 
three weeks, developed 8 and 12 shoots reapeotlvely* The 2,U**& treated 
plants developed 2l* and 16 shoots after the seoond and third outtlngs, 
while in the EC 37U& treated plants, 268 and 152 shoots developed after 
the same intervals of time*
Table XVII* Translocation studies on mature Johnson grass*
Chemical Lbs*/gal* So shoots out No* shoots out No* shoots out
1 week after 2 weeks after 3 weeks after
treatment treatment treatment
None (cheek) 206 222 163
Trichiore*
acetate 0*5 20 10 3
Chlorate 1*5 7& 5& h&
Maleic
hydraside 0*125 * 8 12
2,iW> 0*185 - 21* 16
EC 37ho 0*125 268 152
The comparative effectiveness of oontrol of ammonium trichloro- 
tecttiaf sodium triohloreaoetate, sodium ohlorate, and ammate applied, 
to mature, half-grown, and out stubble of Johnson grass is presented in 
Table m i l .  Those materials, when applied In 100 gallons of water per 
aore, mere as effective aa In 1*36 gallons per aore* A higher percentage 
of oontrol mao obtained when these herbicides were applied to the mature 
plant* Tho sane rates wore loss effective at the half-grown stage and 
wore poorest when applied to the out stubble* For example, the 109 
pound rate of asnenitmi trlehloreaeetate on the out stubble, half-grown, 
and mature stages controlled 83*0, 92*1*, and 99*1 percent respectively* 
Chao hundred and sixty-four pounds of sodium triohloroaoetate controlled 
92*0, 95*1 * and 99+h percent when applied to the same stages of Johnson 
grass growth* Ammate, at 1308 pounds per aore, gave controls for these 
stages of 90*2, and 93*3 peroent respectively* The sodium chlo­
rate at all rates and ages destroyed one hundred peroent of the infes­
tation* Amminl ihii triehloroaoetate and sodium triohloroaoetate ware 
equal in effectiveness of Johnson grass control*
Investigators are in disagreement as to the advisability of using 
sodium chlorate and sodium triehloroaestate in Johnson grass infested 
ease* They agree, however, that these herbicides, and the polyborochlo- 
rates, have a plaee in Johnson grass oontrol along ditches, fences, and 
other inaccessible areas* In cane fields, such areas are the dltchbanks 
and headlands* These, which cannot be fallowed because of Inaccessibil­
ity, have proven to be a source of Johnson grass reinfestation and in a 
satisfactory herbieidal program must be controlled* In an attempt to 
test the effectiveness of sodium chlorate, sodium triohloroaoetate, and 
polyborochiorate as controls for ditchbank Johnson grass, the study as
Table XVIII. Control of Johnson grass by applications of four rates of ammonium triohloroaoetate# sodium 
triohloroaoetate, ammate, sad sodium chlorate to plants In three stages of growth*
Number of stoole of regrowth on four square yyds
Treatment Rate In Stage of growth fronted May IT Treated May 9 freaiee lay yd Jroe* Peroent
lbs•/aore 1*36 gals* water 100 gals* water 100 gals* water control
per aore per aore per aore
damealm 109 Cut stubble 55 28 k5 36 85.0
triohloro­ One-half 16 23 17 18*6 92.1*
aoetate Mature k 1 3 2.7 99.1
Sodium 109 Cut-stubble 29 35 Mi 36 65.0
triohloro­ One-half 26 20 ii 19 92.2
aoetate Mature 18 18,5 i 12*5 95.6
Ammonium 16k Cut stubble 20 9 23 17*3 91.8
triohloro­ One-half 13 8 3 8 96.?
aoetate Mature 7 0 0 2.3 99*2
Sodium 16k Cut stubble 25 15 11 17 92.0
triohloro­ One-half 1h 18 k 12 95-1
aoetate Mature 5 2 0 1.7 99.1*
Ammonium 218 Cut stubble 25 10 23 19.3 90.9
triehloro- One-half 1 2 1 1.3 99.5
aeetate Mature 1 0 0 0.3 99.9
table mix* (continued)
Suaber of stools of rggrowth on four fgHir# yards 
Treatment Rata la Stage of growth fronted Ray 9 Treated flay 9 Treated Hay J5 I w T  Peroent
lbs./aore 1*36 gala* water 100 gals* water 100 gals* water oontrol
par aere par aare par aara
Sodium tri* 218 Cut stubble 29 11 6 15.3 92*8
ahloro- One-half 3 1**5 3 3.5 98*6
aoatata Mature 0 0 1 0*3 99*9
Ammonium 873 Cut stubble 10 10 95*3
triehloro- One-half 2 2 99*2
aaatata Mature 0 0 100*0
Sodium 273 Cut stubble 83 23 69*2
triohloro­ One-half 0 0 100*0
aoetate Mature 0 0 100*0
Amaate 1308 Cut stubble 86 86 59.1*
One-half .  21* 21* 90*2
Mature 19 19 93.3
Sodium 1*36 Mature 0 0 100*0
chlorate 2*5 Mature 0 0 100*0
(Atlaeide) 65I* Mature 0 0 100.0
Control Cut stubble 212 212
One-half 9i|)t 21*1*2
Mature 281+ 281*
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pfiitsttd Ib Tiblv XXX m i  ntdt« th* figures in "the tible are aver* 
of controls from ae many aa seven appliactions of one rate* 
Sadism chlorate, at rates of 600, 1*50, 300, and lfJO pounds per aore 
applied to large Johnson grass plants along ditohbanks, gate controls 
•f 96*71* 99*27# 9l)*19# and 61*10 percent respectively. Of tho poly* 
bereehlorates, 1305# 87®# and 1*35 pounds per aore used as a spray de* 
■trayed 99*7# 100*0, and 99*5U paroent of the plants* The 218, 16U# 
and 109 peands per aore rates of the trichloroaoetates resulted in 
reductions of 96*9# 98*6, and 90*65 percent* Higher rates of chlorate 
•nd t8i* gluing controls of 95 peroent and better, were more effective 
than tho lower rates*
fable 2X1* Percentage oontrol of ditchbank Johnson grass by application 
of varying amounts of chlorate, polyborochlorate, and tri* 
ehloroaeetate*
Treatment In Wo* of 
pounds per acre tests
m m  0$..
application
Wo* t^ oknson grass 
plants/100 sq. ft* 
after treatment
Peroent
oontrol
609 lbs* chlorate 7 Spray 5*96 96*71
1)50 lbs* chlorate 5 Spray 1*08 99*27
300 lbs* 0hi orate 3 Spray 8*10 9k*l9
139 lbs* chlorate 2 Spray 65*00 31*10
1305 lbs# polyboro* 1 Spray 1*00 99*70
chlorate 1 Solid 0*00 100.00
670 lbs* polyboro* 1 Spray 0.00 100.00
chlorate 1 Solid 8*00 93*20
b55 lbs* polyboro* 1 Spray 2*00 99.5U
chlorate 1 Solid 23*00 9l*.83
218 lbs* triehloro-
cectste 2 Spray 1*70 96.90
16b lbs* triohloro­
aoetate 1 Spray 1**50 92.60
109 lbs* triehloro- 
asctate 2 Spray 6*25 90.65
Following the chlorate treatments (Table XIX), the surviving 
rfciseBSs were found to be la the upper two iaehes of the soil, and 
the surviving above-ground portions of plants were yellowed*
Stubbie erops of sugarcane in Louisiana are often so badly in* 
fbsted srith large Johnson grass that production oosts rise* The in­
efficiency of hoeing and knifing as oontrols has resulted in decreased 
yields* Such a situation has made it necessary that better oontrols 
be developed* In Tables XX through XXIII may be found results of Stu- 
dies made in an attempt to oontrol large Johnson grass plants in first 
year sugarcane stubble*
Table XX presents data on the effects of ground and foliage ap- 
plications ef soditsn chlorate and triohloroaoetate upon cane yields 
and upon Johnson grass* Ground applications of 527 and 216 pounds 
per acre ef sodium chlorate resulted in reductions of Johnson grass 
infestations of 99*0 and 96*1*5 percent respectively* With the 216 
pound rate of chlorate two tests were made* The results of these
tests shew am average increase in stalks of cane per acre of 83*5 per*
cent, and am average lnorease in tonnage per aore of 5*88* A single 
ground application of 327 pounds of chlorate per acre resulted In an 
increased tonnage per acre of 2*06*
Foliage applications of 218, 161*, and 109 pounds of chlorate per 
acre (Table XX) resulted in reduced Johnson grass Infestations of 
76*05, 60*6, 29*66 percent respectively* An average of three teste
at the gift pound rate showed a 23*0 peroent drop In stalks per aore, a
0*1*5 percent rise In height of cane, and an increase In tone of oane 
per acre of 0*61* An analysis of the individual tests which were av­
eraged to obtain the figures shown on the table shows for the 218 pound
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shlcrahe rate that one ef thro* treatment* decreased the stalks per 
tffirtj tee ef tlx lnoreased ease height, and four of seven reeulted in 
higher yields than eere obtained free the oheoks • The 16U pound rate 
ef chlorate, applied In twelve tests, resulted in averages of 27*7 per­
cent decrease In stalks per aore, 11*1 peroent Increase In height of 
cane* rad a decrease of 1*$ tons of cane per aore* One of three of 
these appllcations resulted in a decrease In stalks per aoreg three of 
six resulted In lnoreased cane heightsi and four of six resulted in in­
creased oane yields* In eleven applications of the 109 pound rate of 
chlorate, one of two resulted in Increased stalks of oane per acre, 
four ef six resulted in lnoreased cane heights, and four of seven re­
sulted in decreased cane yields per acre*
The 109 pound rate of TGA (Table XX) controlled an average of 
S9*ii6 percent of the large Johnson grass when applied as a foliage 
spray In eighteen tests* The influence of this rate on nmber of 
stalks per acre was to the extent of a 28*0 percent decrease* Two of 
fear ef these tests injured the cane stands* Five of eight resulted 
in increased heights of cane, and the average increase was 39*6 per­
cent* Six ef eleven resulted in larger tonnages of oane per aore, 
the average increase being 0*98 tens* Eighty pounds of TGA as a fo­
liage spray In fifteen tests reduced the large Johnson grass infesta­
tion by 80*149 peroent* This treatment resulted in a decrease In num­
ber of stalks of oane per acre in four out of four tests, the average 
reduction being 31*2 percent* Six of eight teats at the 80 pound TGA 
rate resulted in lnoreased heights of oane* This increase averaged 
31*1 percent* Six of nine treatments resulted in more tons of cane 
per acre, the average increase being 1*28* In thirteen tests, the 60
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pcmd TGA rate controlled 72*03 percent of tho Johnson gross. Throe 
out of four of those tests resulted In decreased stalks of oane per 
acre* the average deerease being 22*2 percent. Five of six resulted 
is inereaeed eene heights* the average Increase being 21.9 peroent. 
Four of eight ouhyielded the oheek in tons of oane per aore* the air* 
erage Increase being 0.2U tons.
The effeets of ground and foliage applications of chlorate* and 
foliage appl1cations of TGA, on the brix* sucrose* and purity of sugar* 
eene are shown in Table XXI. Ground applications of 327 and 218 pounds 
ef chlorate per acre, foliage applications of 216* l6li* and 109 pounds 
ef chlorate per acre* and foliage applications of 109,and 60 pounds of 
TGA per aore resulted in a consistently lower brix and suorose than 
did the check. Only in the 60 pound rate of TGA did the brix and su­
crose exceed that of the check.
<brcund applications of sodium chlorate at 327 and 213 pounds per 
acre resulted in increases in sugar per aore of 166 and 326 pounds 
respectively. Two of four ground applications of chlorate at the 218 
pound rate resulted in more sugar per aore* the average increase being 
9b pounds per acre.
In four of six tests receiving 109 pounds of TCA, more sugar per 
acre was produced* the average increase being 167 pounds. Three of 
three tests at the 80 pound TCA rate showed an average decrease in 
sugar per acre of 771* pounds. Five of five tests in which 60 pounds 
of TCA were used produced less sugar per aore than did the cheeks* 
the average reduction being 6*56 pounds. (Table XXI).
In Table XXIX are presented the results of a limited number of 
ground applications of soditan chlorate and trichloroaoetates. These
were made to tho badly Infested first stubble of cane on 
StorgrMA Plantation. This Johnson gross infestation offered such 
competition to tho oane that tho yields from tho oane in the hoed 
oho oh were i low 8*25 tons of oene and 1528 pounds of sugar per aero* 
The triohloroaoetates at 109 pounds par aore and the sodium chlorates 
at 216 and 387 pounds per aore oontrollod 87*5# 96.0* and 99*0 peroent 
of tho Johnson grass infestation* resulting in yields for the treated 
areas that wore 7*98, 5*88# and 2.08 tons per aore higher than the 
cheeks* tho treatments* in tho same order* produced 1105* 828* and 
166 more pounds of sugar per aero than did tho hoed oheoks. The brix* 
Stterose* and purity wore consistently lower In the treated areas* but 
this difference was overcome by higher yields in tons per acre.
In another series of tests* the results of whioh are shown in 
Table XXIII* the triohloroaoetates* chlorates* and chlorates plus 
Saatobrlto were tested as to effectiveness in Johnson grass oontrol 
and as to effects upon cane yields. From 12 to 15 treatments of 60* 
66* and 109 pounds of TCA applied to large Johnson grass In sugarcane 
reduced the infestation by 7^*38# 81*5# and 85*6 peroent respectively. 
TCA at rates of 161* and 218 pounds per acre gave oontrols of 98.6 and 
97*7 percent* TCA rates of 60* 80* and 109 pounds per aore resulted 
in a reduction in number of sugarcane plants* the reductions being 
17*7* 20*9# and 17*1 percent respectively. This partial removal of 
the Johnson grass infestation resulted in average height increases of 
37*6* U2.0* and 1^ 6*6 peroent for the three rates# The average in­
creases In tons of cane for the same treatments* that Is* 60* bO* 
ffrt* 109 pounds of TCA per acre* were 0*2* Q»h» and 1.76 tons*
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Santobrite (sodium pentaohlorophenate) le considered by some imres- 
tigAtofS to bo oa totivitof for sodium, ohlorato* Santobrito was applied 
at a 1*0 pound rata with 109, 164, and 218 pounds per acre of sodium 
chlorate* Chlorate alone at the 109 pound rate gave a 31*1 peroent oon­
trol ef large Johnson grate plants* When fortified with Santobrite, it 
gave a 47*1 percent control • the two treatments gave lnoreases in oane 
heights averaging 25*75 and 53*0 peroent respectively. Rates of 164 
pounda of chlorate and 164 pounda of chlorate fortified with Santobrite 
gave Johnson grass controls of 64*3 and 66*9 percent, and resulted in 
average increases la cane heights of 22*1 and £8,2 percent* The 164 
pound chlorate rate alone resulted in decreased cane heights in two 
ef six instances. With Santobrite, the height was reduced in one of 
fear treatments* In five of six tests of the 164 pound rate of chlorate 
alone* the yield of eene was decreased, the average decrease being 2*44 
tens* For the fortified treatment at this rate, the yield from only one 
test was obtained* This showed an Increase of 6*84 tons per acre. The 
218 pound rate of chlorate, and the same amount fortified with forty 
pounds ef Santobrite reduced the large Johnson grass in cane by 79*6 and 
77*7 peroent respectively, and resulted in increased cane heights of 
11*7 25*3 percent* Six of ten tests at the 218 pound rate resulted
la increased tonnages of oane per aore, the average increase being 1*42 
tens* This rate fortified with Santobrite resulted In an Increase of 
9*01 tens of cane per acre*
Table XX. Studies of tho offooto of ground and feliage application* of chlorate and triehlereaeetate on 
John*on grist oontrol tad on oono yields when applied to tho Johnson gross lnfostod drill of 
sugarcane.
 ^ ~ " 1,ll,r % increase " ' ' Ins*
or or
Treataent So* of 
tests
Lbs./A Method 
of appli- 
eation
Peroent 
Johnson grass 
oontrol
Cu m  
stalk i 
p«r tar*
Height
of
atn*
To m  of
M M  
p«r tor*
dttrets*
Xe»
of
stalks
TSlgET
of
oane
dee.
font d 
eane/fc
Chlorate 1 327 Ground 99.0 10.33 ♦2.08
Chlorate 2 218 Ground 96.1*5 2i*,829 U+.13 ♦83.5 ♦5*88
Chlorate 11 218 Foliage 76.05 15,177 1*»5' 13-25 -23*0 ♦ 0*1*5 ♦0.81
Chlorato 12 16k Foliage 60.6 li*,5l*9 5.0* 11.79 -27.7 ♦11.1 -1*50
Chlorato 11 109 Foliage 29.68 15,751* 5.11* 13.07 ♦ 0.93 +lh*5 -0.07
Trlehlore-
aeotato 18 109 Foliage 83.1*6 15,861+ 6.06* 13.29 -28*0 ♦55*6 ♦0.56
Triehlore-
aeetate 15 80 Foliage 80.1*5 16,79? 5.87' il*.91 -31.20 ♦31.3 ♦1.28
Triohlero-
aootato 13 60 Foliage 72.03 17,133 5.1*5' 13.85 -22.20 ♦21.9 +0.2U
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Table XXIX* Percentage control of Johnson grass by moans of ground applications of triohloroaootato 
and ohlorsts and thoir inflnonoo upon oano yields*
Yiald Difference
Traatmant Rata in Paroant Johnson Tons oane Lbs* 96* Brin Saorosa Purity Tons oana Lbs* sugar 
lbs•/aore grass oontrol par aora sugar/aera par aora par aora
Untreated
hoed check 8.25 1328 16.85 13.56 80.47
TCA 109 87.5 16*23 £631 15.70 12.12 77.20 ♦7.98 ♦1103
Sodium 
ehlorate 218 96.0 14.13 2356 16.25 12.41 76.37 ♦5.88 ♦ 828
Sodium
chlorate 327 99*0 10.33 1714 16.30 12.36 75.85 ♦2.08 ♦ 186
Table XXIII* Studies of the effeete ef triehleroMetetee9 chlorates, end ehlorates plus Santobrite cm 
Johnson |ras< and eene yields*
No* of Treatment % Johnson No* of % ino* % ins* Yields Difference
tests gi'ass oane or or dee* fens Sngmr/f Sugar/A toxui/A **ugar/f Sugar/K
control plants dee* In ht* cane/d
IS 60 lbs. TCA 74.38 17.134
15 80 lbs. TCA 81.5 17.595
15 109 lbs. TCA 83.6 17,192
a 164 lbs. TCA 92.6
3 SIS lbs. TCA 97.7
10 109 lbs« 
ohlorsts
31.3 15.772
3 109 lbs. ehl. 
♦ l|0 lbs.
Santobrite
47.1
9 161; lbs* 
chlor ate
64.8 14,520
4 164 lbs* chi* 
♦ lie lbs* 
Santobrite
66.9
13 218 lbs* 
chlorate
79.6 20,667
3 218 lbs* chi* 
♦ ijO lb*# 
Santobrite
77.7
-17.7 ♦37.6 13.23 138.9
-20.3 ♦42.0 14.33 139.7
-17.1 ♦46.6 14.28 143.7
-2.31 ♦25.75 
♦ 5.3
13.11 151.6
>11.92 ♦22.1
♦28.2
II.65
16.85
♦13.29 ♦11.7
+25.5
14.11
19*02
160 .4
1.663 ♦0.2 ♦ 2.25
1,325 ♦0.4 ♦ 5*84 •688
2,176 ♦1.76 -22.19 ♦365
1,469 >0.06 ♦17.79 -544
2,201 -2.44
♦6.84
♦188
1.952 ♦1.42
♦9.01
>21.64 ♦133
to5
Plseussion
Ihitbtr or not a herbicide is translocated Is an important ques­
tion, especially with a perennial type of plant* For a herbicide to 
be successful in the oontroX of large Johnson grass, there should be 
a traaslooatIon to the rhisomes* Suoh materials should destroy the 
p&acmee, or the viability of their eyes* so that the underground sys­
tem done net give rise to new growth* Sodium chlorate, triohloroaoe- 
tate, malelo hydraside, 2,1±-D, and Sharpies EC 37hO at the ooncentra- 
titts given In Table XTII were applied to Inverted mature Johnson grass 
plants ae that these materials eould not run down Into the soil* they 
were so watered as to eliminate the possibility of the herbicides being 
washed into the soil* In this test, one, two, and three weeks were al­
lowed between the dipping of the inverted plants and the cutting off of 
the tops, intervals which were thought to be sufficient time for brans- 
location* Foiwative effects character is tie of one of the herbicides, 
and marked reductions In subsequent shoot development indicated that 
the herbicides had been translocated* The twelve pots of the oheok 
group averaged SOU shoots, while those treated with trichloroaoetates, 
chlorates, maleic hydraside, and ISO 37hO produced 11, 59, 10,
20, sad 210 shoots respectively. These figures indicated that trans- 
leoatlen of the first four chemicals took place* Formative effects, 
characteristic of the trlohloroaeetates, were observed In this treat* 
meat*
The work of other investigators has indicated disagreement as to 
the most effective period for control in the life of the Johnson grass 
plant* The periods during which the chlorates are thought to be most
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effective by investigators whose findings are listed in the review of 
llt«rttur«# range nil the way from the time the plants are three to 
fear Inches high to the time they reach maturity* For oontrol with 
TCA, this period ranges from the time the plants are ten t o tee Its 
Inches high antil the flowering stage* Ammonium triohloroaoetate, so- 
dium triehleroaoetate, sodium chlorate, and animate at rates listed in 
Table XWIII were applied to the cut stubble, half-grown, and mature 
Johnson grass* Baoh herbicide was applied in 100 and 1&6 gallons of 
diluent, and the controls for the two were found to be comparable*
Sodium chlorate killed all of the Johnson grass at all stages of growth 
Set the rates used* Both the triehleroaostatea and the ammate had great­
est effect upon mature Johnson grass, and least offset on out stubble*
This west effective period seemed to oolnoide with that as described by 
Sapp (7k) when, as maturity was reached, the carbohydrates In the tops 
ware transported as gluoose to the rhisomes, where they were reconverted 
to sucrose for winter storage* Sturkle (90) described this period as 
one la which the Johnson grass plant appeared to make a transfer from 
the tops to the rhisomes, as the plant reached maturity* This transfer 
was associated with a decrease In top weight and an inorease In rhlsome 
weight* It was thought possible that during such a transfer the herbi­
cides were translocated in greater quantities and had more influence 
upon the rhisomes*
After the field has been cleared by fallowing, ditohbanks and head­
lands are often sources of Johnson grass re info station* Attempts to 
control the Johnson grass along ditches have included suoh practices as 
dltehbank plowing, which allows the operator to plow near the ditch, 
mowing, flaming, skipping a row of oane along both sides of the ditch
107
he ilUff iMgtr fallow periods* growing more vigorous varieties of 
M M  along ditehbank rows to make use of the shade thus afforded, and 
gracing with sheep* Sense of these praetloes keep the Johnson grass 
hi ebook as long as the oane Is small* Larger oane, however, prevents 
passage of implements, allowing the Johnson grass to develop such In­
festations as shown in Plate V* Such conditions usually result in a 
noticeable gradient ef large plants and seedlings from the ditehbank 
rear to the center of the out*
Studies in the control of large Johnson grass along ditches as 
presented in Table XXX ineluded the use of chlorate* polyboro chlorate, 
end trlehloroacetate• Sodium chlorate at 600* 300* and 150 pounds
per sere gave oontrols of 96*71* 99*27* 9^*19* and 31*10 peroent res­
pectively* This effectiveness of chlorate in largo Johnson grass plant 
control is pictured in Plate ¥1* Since none of these rates gave a com­
plete eradication, aad since in these testa the lt£0 pound rate of ohlo- 
rebe eseeeded in effectiveness the 600 pound rate* a ditehbank treat­
ment ef l£0 pounds followed by a 150 to 200 pound application for es­
capes pine a spot treatment might be superior to the 600 pound appli­
cation* The escape Johnson grass on treated areas were yellow in oolor 
m d  were growing In the top two inches of soil* This may be explained 
by the fact that since chlorates are leaohed from the surface downward* 
the surface inches are free of the ohiorate first* Thus escape plants 
ears near the surface* Rutherford (73) discussed the movement of sodium 
chlorate by leaching* stating that the oterilant moves deeper into the 
toil mlth time* and that the surface is the first to become free of It* 
Polyboroohlorates at 1305* 670* and 1*35 pounds per aore applied as 
* spray controlled 99*7* 100*0* and 99*5 percent of the large Johnson
108
(prates Applied as solids tho same rates gave respective
centrals of 100«0, 98*8* and 9i*#85 percent* Sprays at tho lower rates 
were superior to solid applications* Considering tho effectiveness of 
the i*£$ pound rate usod as a spray, thoro sosntod to bo a possibility 
that a still aaallor rate might bo off sot Its*
tho trlehlereaeetates at 218, I6I4., and 109 pounds par aore controlled 
largo Johnson grass along ditohss to tho extent of 96*90, 93*62, and 90*65 
porooat respectively*
Chlorates hare as one of their advantages a loir oost* For example, 
the of treating a mile of diteh six feet wide is about t3k*50f
a mile ef diteh eight feet wide* about 172*80* However the fire hasard
/
of the ehl orates must be eonsldered* This hasard can be overcome by 
incorporating one-half pound of ealeium chloride for eaoh pound of chlo­
rate* Smother disadvantage ef chlorate lies in the soil sterility that 
it produces* There is very little lateral movement of the chlorate as 
it is leached downward into the soil* Although this does give an ad­
vantage ef very little Injury to the ditohbanle rows of oane, it leaves 
the problem ef land coverage and possible erosion caused by a lack of 
vegetation* The polyboroehloratee* according to Wolf, do not have the 
fire hasard that is found with the chlorates, but do have the problem 
of sterility* Stiver (88) found that the polyboroehlorates act faster 
with greater effectiveness against Johnson grass than do the straight 
borate materials*
Ground applications of chlorate were made sc as to cover the bottom 
Six to inches of the base ef the culms and a 2h Inch band of the
drill* A limited number of tests using this method for large Johnson 
grass gave controls of 96*U5 snd 99*0 percent with the 218 and 327 pound
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their trtrtgi* The 218, Idlt, and 109 pound ohlorete rates resulted 
in average Inereases over the check of Q*U5, 11*1, and lk*5 peroent 
respectively in height of eane* Of the eighteen teat results which 
ware averaged here, only nine had the sign of the average* Averages 
ef lnoreased or deoreased tonnages for the same three o hi orate treat­
ments mere *0*81, •1*50# and *0*07* Only twelve of twenty tests In 
this ease serried the sign of the average* Such results Indieate 
thit oontrols ef large Johnson grass obtained with foliage treatments 
ef sodima ehl orate were inconsistent* This Inconsistency was found 
to he the ease with all tho chlorate treatments*
Foliage applications of TGA at 109# 80, and 60 pounds per aore 
gave Johnson grass controls of 85*£j6, 80*1*5# end 72*05 peroent respec­
tively* Averages of increase of decrease in stalks of cane per acre 
far these treataents were -28.0, -51 *2, said -22*2 peroent respective­
ly, Of the twelve test results entering into these averages, nine 
carried the sign of the average* Following the three rates of TGA 
applications, the average heights of oane were increased by 55*6,
51*5, mad 21*9 peroent* Sixteen of twenty-two of these averaged re­
sults were consistent with the sign of the average* Average increases 
i* yield ef 0*56, 1*28, and 0*22* tons per aore were obtained following 
the appli eat ions of 109, 80, and 60 pounds per acre of TCA* Sixteen 
of the twenty-eight tests had the same sign as the average* The fig­
ures as presented In Table XI show that all rates of TGA resulted in 
a decreased number of stalks per aore, increased heights of oane, and 
lnoreased tonnages of oane • Such were the overall results, but in­
dividual tests were inconsistent and oftentimes negative*
mSodiia chlorate at 327# 161*# and 109 pounds per acre re sul/ted In 
eaasletent reductions of brix and sucrose in the treated oane (Table 
XXI)* the treatments stunted and delayed the cane for a time follow­
ing the applications • As a result* at harvest time the treated oane 
had net reached the stage of maturity of the cheek* Consequently 
with the approach of maturity* when staroh in sugarcane is converted 
to sugar* the lees mature treated oane had lower brix readings and 
sucrose contents* The 109 and 80 pound rates of TCA resulted in a 
reduced brix end suorose* At the 60 pound rate* the sucrose and brix 
equalled that of the cheek* The average sugar per acre* on the other 
hand* was greater than the oheok in four of five chlorate treatments*
This was probably due to the decreased competition from Johnson grass 
which resulted in a greater yield per acre* overcoming In many in­
stances the previously mentioned reduction in brix and sucrose*
Bedim pestaehlorephenate* considered by many investigators to 
be an activator* did not significantly increase the percentage con­
trol of Johnson grass (Table XXZII)* However the small number of tests 
gave results which Indicated that sodium pentachlorophonate did result 
in greater oane production than did the unfortified sodium chlorate 
treatments*
Summary
Heduoed ahoot development, following foliage treatments and re­
moval of topa, indloatad that tha ohloraies, the trichloroace* 
tates, and meleio hydraside ware translocated through
tha Johnson grass foliage*
The trlohloroaoatataa and an&enlum sulfamatc (amntate) ware neat 
effective an nature Johnson grass* They had less effect on half- 
crown Johnson grass, and least offset upon the out stubble« 
Johnson grass Infestation on ditchbanks was reduced by 96*0 per* 
sent or batter by,tha 1*50 and 600 pound par aera rates of sodium 
ehlorate application*
Bines none of tha sodium ohlorate treatments produced a complete 
eradication of Johnson grass on ditchbanks, and since the 1*50 
pound rate was as effective as the 600 pound rate, It Is suggest* 
ad that tha smaller application followed by a I50 to 200 pound 
application for escapes plus a spot treatment may be more effec* 
ties than the 600 pound rate In one application*
Sodlua chlorate, due to its comparative cheapness and its effec­
tiveness, seams to be the best herbicide for dltchbank Johnson 
grass*
around applications of 216 and 527 pounds of sodium chlorate re­
duced the Infestation of large Johnson grass by 96*1*5 and 99*0 
percent respectively, in a limited number of teats*
Soditm ehlorate ground applications (six to nine inches of the 
base of the culm and a 2k inch width of the drill) at 216 and
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Johnson <%t m s  B h l M M  Control Studioot
Introduot Ion
Xn the alluvial augoroono section of Louisian* Johnson grass finds 
an ideal environacnt for its growth* This Is true of all plases of tha 
life of th# plant* but la especially true of tha rhisome development* 
Sugarcane is planted during tha late suamer or fall o f one year and esc* 
tends through the growing season of the next as plant cane* Stubble 
swaps ore grown in the next one to two years* During all this tine 
the peeitlea of the drill remains unchanged* This prevents the use of 
eultural practises sueh as plowing which would destroy the rhisemes*
The middles een be plowed* however* and sines Johnson grass thrives on 
seme cultivation* the grass within the drill reaches a luxuriant growth* 
Seeing and knifing have net proven to be satisfactory* Under such eon* 
dittoes a satisfactory herbicide must control the large Johnson grass 
and its rhi semes without serious Injury to the oane* These herbicides 
m a y  be sprayed upon the plant* upon the soil* or upon a combination of 
the two*
This section deals with studies of the influence of established 
sens practices upon rhisome development* the effectiveness of herbiol* 
dal eontrols on rhizome development* and inhibition of rhisome growth 
obtained through herbicides*
Xtk
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Review of Literature 
The complete nrltf of the literature concerning large Johnson 
gross plants is presented in Port III* Duo to tho related nature of 
Barts ZXI and TT, the sane review of literature is applicable to both*
Materials and Methods 
The buildup of rhi tones In Johnson grass infested stubble oane 
drops was studied in five locations* In three locations, tho buildup 
ef rhi tones In tho Johnson grass infested oora and bean crops which 
followed tho stubble oane orops was studied* A strip one foot wide 
across a six feet row was dug, and tho rhisomes In this area were 
separated* This procedure was repeated a umber of times* The lengths 
and weights of rhisanes were recorded, and were converted into tons and 
nllos of rhlscnee per aero*
for twelve weeks, beginning May 9, 191*9# a mowing and fallowing 
sip art went was performed in an attempt to determine the relative effi­
ciency e»a muber of sueh operations required for Johnson grass rhisome 
srsdlnal Imii The area selected was between cycles of cane, and was in* 
fasted with rhi somes to the extent ef 93*5 tons per acre* The out was 
divided* fart of it was mowed and part fallowed* Plots of each section 
were mewed or fallowed at intervals of two, four, and six weeks* At the 
sad ef twelve weeks, three screenings per plot were made* Raeh screen­
ing separated the rhi somes within one square yard into two groups, those 
occurring within the top two inches of soil, and those occurring within 
the sixth to the twenty-fourth Inch ef soil*
A second part of tho test Involved a similar procedure as that de­
scribed in Materials and Methods of Part III, under "Tranelooation
gtcdie* In Johnson arese," in which age of plant and harbioidal appli- 
Wkti« through lawrtiag tho petted plants for purposes of dipping 
were concerned* In this instance, the strength of the solution was 
ons-hslf pound of TCA per gallon ef water* After dipping, the plants 
were drained and righted so that none of the herbicide ran back Into 
the sell* the pots were so watered as to prevent the ohemloal from 
being washed Into the soil* At three and one-half day Intervals, for 
fourteen days, six treated and six oheok pots were washed out* Rhi* 
tones from these twelve pets were out into three nodal sections and 
were assorted as to treated and untreated, and in the case of the for* 
nor, distastes from plant* These sections were placed in moist cham­
bers and the viability of eyes was determined*
From two to as many as five tests were carried out using 109,
Ihb, and £18 pounds of sodium chlorate per acre, the same rates for* 
tifled with forty pounds of Santobrite per acre, and 60, 60, and 109 
pminds per acre of the trlehloroaoetetea• These materials at the in­
dicated rates were applied to large Johnson grass in oane with a fo­
liage type ef application, using a three row tractor-drawn sprayer* 
8uSh a practice wet the foliage of the stubble oane and the Johnson 
grass, and a 2U inch swath along the ground* The herbicides were ap­
plied during the latter part of April, and rhisome studies were made 
daring the latter part of November* The treated and check areas were 
campled by digging the rhi somes within an area 16 square feet, and to 
the depth of the cans middles* Three areas of this alee were dug in 
each treatment* The rhi somes were measured and weighed*
Control studies for Johnson grass arising from rhisomes in sugar­
cane stubble were made at McCall and Evergreen Plantations* The TCA
rate* per mere used were 10# 10 plus 10* 20* and 30 pounds of TCA* 10 
pounds TCA plus g pounds 2*lj-D* 10 pounds TCA plus h pounds 2,l4-D* SO 
pounds TCA plus U pounds 2*l*-D* and 30 pounds TCA plus U povuads 2*lHD*
Tins herbicides were applied as a drill application* with a three row 
treeber-drewn sprayer* Cane and Johnson grass counts were made over a 
drill area eighteen square feet* on May 6* 1930* Four counts per plot 
of this else ware wade* These four counts were averaged to obtain the 
centre Is for eaeh test* The two like tests* one at MoCall and one at 
Bfwrgreen* were then averaged for the final control obtained*
This study In the control of Johnson grass produced by rhi somes 
was a *— plot test* The herbloides were applied to one-fiftieth of 
an acre plots on March 5* 193°# using a Climax sprayer* Hates of herbi­
cides per a ore ranged from 20 to ItO pounds of 2*li-D* 20 through 109 
pounds of TCA* and 20* I4O* 80* and 109 pounds of TCA each with ten pounds 
of 2*ip»l>» Each treatment was carried out in duplicate* using a blanket 
type ef coverage* Two oounts* each 18 by 6 feet* were made per plot on 
May 5* 1930* These were averaged* giving the percentage of Johnson 
grass control*
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Results
Rhisome infestations i»f« found to have increased their buildup 
through tho stubble oane orops and the following corn and bean crops*
Five locations sampled gave average rhisome infestations of 5*58 tons 
and l)B6|tl93 feet per acre* Three locations* sampled following corn 
and bean crops* averaged 9*16 tons and 568*950 feet of rhisomes per 
•ere* This information Is presented in Table XXXV*
Table XXXV* Infestations of live rhisomes of Johnson grass In fields 
ef sugarcane area*
So* ef fields Preceding Tons of rhisomes Pe«t of rhltomu
empled crop per acre par lere
5 Stubble oane 5.56 1*88,1*93
5 Corn and beans 9.16 568,950
Results of studies in rhisome control by mowing and fallowing are 
recorded in Table XXV* The study was made of rhisomes occurring in two 
levels of the soil • 0 to 6 Inches* and 6 to 2h inches. At the 0 to 6 
1 with level* 16*912 (85*9 percent of the rhisomes) were found* while at 
the 6 to SU inch level 2*798 (llt*l percent) rhisomes were found* The 
u m b e r  of mowings and fallowings varied over the twelve week period*
In one treatment* two mowings or two fallowings were separated by six 
weeksf in another* three of eaoh were separated by four weeks 1 finally* 
six mowings or six fallowings were separated by two weeks* Two* three* 
sad six mowings reduced the rhisome Infestation by 59*8* 51*5* 75*8
percent respectively. The same nuaber of fallowings reduced the rhisome
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laftitntlon by 81*5, 70*0* and 99*9 percent respectively* Less than 
sis mowings, biro weeks apart, had little effect la reducing the rhi* 
soaes*
table XXt* Bffeots of moving and plowing on lire rhi semes of Johnson 
grass In a sugarosne field in 1949*
Type of 
operation
Vo* ef 
operations
Thao between 
operations
Pwreant
d.ore&se
Cheek 0 16,912 2*796 19,708
Vowing 2 6 weeks 11,299 565 11,861* 39.8
Vowing 9 4 weeks 9,272 288 9,560 51.5
vowing 6 2 weeks 5,100 213 5,313 73.0
Plowing 2 6 weeks 3.JA6 202 3.61)8 81.5
Plowing 5 4 weeks 5,527 309 5,836 70.0
Plowing 6 2 weeks 16 0 16 99.9
Mature Johnson grass plants were inverted and dipped Into a solu­
bles containing one-half pound of TCA per gallon of water* These were 
rlghtod after drying, thus preventing the TCA from running down Into 
the soli* The potted plants were watered so as to prevent this herbi- 
side from being washed into the soil* At three and one-half day in­
tervals, for fourteen days, the rhisomes in six treated and six un­
treated pets were washed free of the soil* Serial sections of treated 
**4 untreated rhisomes were out into three nodal sections and placed 
1a moist ehaitbers, the ones nearest the abdve-ground plant together* 
the second sections together, etc* There was no significant difference 
found in the viability of the eyes near the plant and those removed 
from the plant* The total number of eyes from the six treated pots at 
the four intervals was 277, 202, 259# *»d 243 respectively* Of these 
82, 126, 79# end 95 germinated, which gave percentages of 29*6, 1*4*7#
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SU®* 96«|* Wwi oatftittd rbtfoniij afttr the same intenrala^ had 
8®2* 201* 819# sad 86? «?•■# which 113# 96* 181# and 150 germinated* 
givtag germination percentages of 50.9# 66.8* 59*3# and 56.6 respective­
ly* *ha percentage germination of tho eyes of tho treated rhisomes m s  
cenalsteatly lerar than that ef the entreated. However* this difference 
ssai not as contrasting as was that in the above ""ground shoot develop*
■ent. tie plants whieh had been treated and out off at seven and four* 
teem days developed only 13 and 6 shoots* while the untreated ones do* 
notepad 163 and 111.
Table XXVI* Viability of eyes from treated and untreated rhisomes of 
nature Johnson grass.
Qiaileii No. days after 
which rhisomes 
were washed
No. of 
eyes
No* eyes 
germinated
Percent
germi­
nation
No. shoots 
cut
1/2 lbs. TCA 3 1/2 277 62 29.6
par gal. 1 262 126 66*7 13
ef water 10 255 79 31.0
lit 262 93 36.3 6
Cheek# no 3 i/e 222 113 50.9
treatment 7 201 96 66.3 103
10 219 121 55*3
Hi 267 150 56.8 111
Tables XXVII# XXVIII# and XXZX present rhlSsme controls received 
with applications ef 109, 166* and 216 pounds ef sodium chlorate# the 
stae treatments with 1*0 pounds per acre ef Santobrlte* and 60* 60* and 
109 pounds of TCA. These figures are averages of three to five or more 
tests. Sodium ehlorate at rates of 109* 166* and 216 pounds per acre
fftduotd th# tool vlilittiiit by 6^f9# 85*8, and poroent respec­
tively, The s«M treatments reduced the miles of rhisomes by 65*39, 
and 86*15 peroent* Whes Santobrite was added, the miles of 
rhlsosres ware reduced by 77*81, 98*05, and 98*74 percent, and tone of 
rhi tomes were reduced by percentages of 81,2, 96*4, and 96«5« These 
averages indicate that the chlorates fortified with Santobrite were 
Slightly acre effective than the chlorates alone* TCA at 60, 80, and 
109 ponds per acre reduced the miles of rhisomes by 85*55, 91*15, and 
95*i|4 percent, and the tons of rhisomes by 83*7, 87*6, and 89,5 per­
cent respectively*
Table XXTXI, Effects of ehemioals applied to drill of Johnson grass 
infested stubble (ieaa on Johnson grass rhisomes*
Chanleal Pounds/acre 
on 24" drill
Tons of 
rhlscmes/aere
Percent
control
Number of 
tests
Sodium ehlorate 36 0*64 83*7 3
Sodium ehlorate 55 0*62 84*2 3
Sodlma chlorate 73 l.U 71*7 2
TCA 20 0,64 83*7 3
TGA 27 0,48 87,8 3
TCA 36 0,48 89*3 3
Qi*,t> 3.93 3
Applications made on Uay 20, 1949 an<i data recorded on ftov* SI, 1$4$,
In Table XXX are presented the results of applications of TCA and 
TCA plus fc,4»D on Johnson grass rhisomes* TCA at 10, SO, and 30 pounds 
per acre gave percentage controls of 77*5, 95*7, and 95*8 respectively* 
With the same treatments plus four pounds of 2,4*0, oontrols of 86*6, 
85*7, 88*1 percent were obtained* Two ten pound applications of
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fhble XXVXXX* Summary of Johnson grass rhi tome control obtained through 
tho application of horbloldos to Johnson grass Infested 
sugarcane stubble*
Otsmieal Pounds/aere Feet of rhisomes 
per acre
Milas of 
par sora
rhisomes Peroent 
control
Sodium ohlorate 
Sodim ehlorate
109 156.125 26*16 65.39
plus Santobrite 109 ♦ bO 88,551 16*77 77.81
Sodium ehlorate 
M h a  ohlorate
16b 69*395 13*14 88*61
plus Santobrite 16b ♦ bo 51*760 6.02 92.03
Sodium chlorate 
Sodium ehlorate
216 55*875 10.47 86*13
plus Santobrite 218 ♦ bo 28,973 5*49 92.7b
tca 60 65*652 12*43 85.55
TCI 80 34.523 6*69 91.15
93.bbm
Cheek
109 26,178
399,063
b*96
75*58
Figures glrsn for sack rate are averages of flire or more tests*
Table Percentage control of Johnson grass rhisomes by application
ef ohemieals to drill of Johnson grass Infested stubble 
oane*
Io» ef 
tests
Chemical Pounds per 
2b" drill
Tons of rhisomes 
per acre
Percent
control
b Sodlm ehlorate 36 1*34 65*9
b Sodium ohlorate
plus Santobrite 56 ♦ 13 0*74 81*2
b Sodium ohlorate 55 0*56 85.2
b Sodium ohlorate
plus Santobrite 55 ♦ 13 0.14 96. b
b Sodium ehlorate 73 0.18 95.4
b Sodium ehlorate
plus Santobrite 75 * 13 0.12 96.5
Cheek 3*93
Herbicides applied on April 29, 19W  and data recorded on Nov* 19#
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TCA reduced ths Johnacm grass infestation from rhisomes by 90*5 per<* 
asst* In five of so von best averages, tho herb io ides resulted In 
kvir numbers of oane stalks per sore*
Table XIX* Studies In the control of Johnson grass produced by rhl- 
semss and the influence of herbicides upon oane stands*
Treatment Ho* Johnson 
grass plants 
on 18 feet
Peroent
control
No* of 
oane stalks 
per aere
Peroent in— 
crease or 
decrease In 
•talks
10 lbs* TCA 16*0 77*5 38,31+ - 1.0+
10 lbs* TCA ♦
10 lbs* TCA 8*6 90*5 39.887 -+5.90
10 lbs* TCA ♦
1 lbs* 2,!*-0 10*9 86*6 66,162 +B9.+2
20 lbs* TCA 4*5 93.7 +B.19+ +2+. 50
20 lbs* TCA +
1+ lbs* 2,1+->D lii*8 83*7 6+.851 -11.99
50 lbs* TCA 5*5 95*6 +0,733 —21.81
50 lbs* TCA ♦
1| lbs* 2,1+^ D 10*8 88*1 61,786 -16.13
Twocty ^  forty pounds of 2#lj-D reduced the Johnson grass infes~ 
tatlon from rhisomes by 86*9 and 92*5 peroent respectively, as may be 
seas in Table XXXI* TCA at 20, 1+0, 80, and 109 pound per acre rates 
controlled 95*8, 98*2, 99*8, and 100*0 percent respectively* The same 
treatments with 10 pounds of 2,1+-D per acre gave controls of 95*^* 
96*6, 99*1+, 100*0 percent* The addition of 2,i+-D In this test did
net cause an increase in the effectiveness of the TCA*
Table XXXI* Studies in the control of Johnson grass produced by 
rhisomes*
Treatment No* of Johnson grass plants Per««nt oontrol
eo lbs. 2,i»-D 38*5 66.9
ho lbs. 8,lj«D 18*5 98.5
80 lbs. TCA 10.5 95.6
80 lbs. TO* *
10 lbs. 2,J*-D 11*5 95.4
IP lbs. TCA k»5 98.2
Ifi lbs. TCA ♦
10 lbs. 2,1*-D 3.5 96.8
80 lbs. TCA 0.5 99.8
80 lbs* TCA ♦
10 lbs. 8J^>S 1.5 99.4
109 lbs. TCA 0.0 100.0
109 lbs. TOA ♦
10 lbs. 2(b-t> 0.0 100.0
Cheek 2l*9.;
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Discussion
31am the position of tho sugarcane drill remains undisturbed 
throughout plant and stubble orops* conditions aro ideal for Johnson 
grass rhiseme development* Cultivation of tha r iddles tends to favor 
a Invariant growth ef Johnson grass In the oane* Hoeing and knifing 
have proven to bo inefficient in the eontrol of this infestation* As 
a result, Johnson grass rhi some a increase to such infestations as 
£•££ teas, or 588,2495 feet per acre*
Prior to the days ef the tractor, it was a standard praotioc to 
felloe the stubble oane crop with a year ef c o m  and beans* These 
fields daring the stress of cans cultivation were poorly worked* As 
a result, the yields were lev and the Johnson grass rhisome iufeata* 
tien increased, for example, to as high as 9*16 tons per acre (Table 
XXXT). Such practices have been improved, due to the development of 
weaiisnl I at Ion and improved cultural practices* It Is now recommended 
that the c o m  and beans be grown separately and that these areas be 
cultivated and fertilised*
la the soil type used for the fallow plowing experiment, 85*9 per* 
sent, or 16,913 pounds of rhisomes per acre were found in the surface 
elm inches ef sell* The remainder, or 8,796 pounds, infested the six 
to twenty*fcur inch layer* All mowing and fallowing operations re* 
dosed the weight ef rhiscmes per acre* Two, three, and six mowing* 
daring a twelve week period controlled 59*8, 51*5# end 75*0 percent of 
the rhisome Infestations respectively* The same number of fallowings 
lowered the rhisome infestation by 81*5, 70*0, and 99*9 peroent* These 
results indicate that more than six fallowings, each separated by two 
weeks, would be necessary for rhisome eradication* Six mowings, leaving
5*?13 pounds of rhisomes, wart about equal In effectiveness to three 
Mlwriage, which left 5,356 pound# of viable rhisomes* In tho light 
•f these ro cults , it «t«oi that mowing might bo uaod to replace fal- 
lowing when tho load in too wot to bo turned • However, following is 
•tLU tho moot foooiblo eemtrol for elooning up large Johnson grass 
plants and their rhissmea* the ooat of fallow plowing ranges from 
#12*50 to fl5*00 par aero* Chemical control ooat a cannot approach 
this figure In economy*
Tha aerial throe nodal aeetlona obtained from TCA treated and im- 
trsatsd defense* grace rhiaomea produced marked diffareneaa in viability 
ef eyaa la molet ehaabera and in tha soil* Tha eyes ef treated rhi* 
aaaea ant Into three nodal aerial aeetlona developed to the extent of 
25*7 peroent, while 51*9 peroent of the untreated rhiaeme eyes germi­
nated* Over the amaa period and following the same treatment, except 
that tho plants were cut off instead of being washed out, the treated 
plants developed 10*5 shoots and the untreated developed 107* Many of 
the eyes ef the TCA treated rhiaomea were oapable of germination but 
rams 1 nail Inhibited in the presence of the treatment*
Applications of 109* 16U, and 213 pounds per acre of sodium chlo­
rate, tha same treatments with 1|0 pounds of Santobrite, and 60, 60, 
and 109 pounds per aere ef TCA were made to large Johnson grass Infested 
stubble of eugareaae* These rates were selected because previous work 
Had indicated that they did not kill oane* The Influence of the herbi­
cides upon yield and sucrose content of oane was discussed In Part III 
will net be repeated here* Sodium ehlorate at 109, l&U, 218 
pounds per aere reduced the tons of rhisomes by 65*9, 35*2, and 95*U
12?
percent respectively* The miles of rhisomes were reduoed by 65*39,
82«6l| end 86*15 percent* When 1)0 pounds of Santobrite were included 
in eeeb ef the preceding sodium ehlorate applications, the reduction 
ef tons of fhismes Increased to 81*2, 96*2)., and 96*5 percent, and the 
reduction In miles per acre increased to 77*8* 92*03# and 92*724. per* 
sent* These reductions, while not approaching a complete eradication, 
might make the production ef a stubble sane crop economical* Such re* 
duetioas would possibly decrease the required number of fallow plow* 
lags* It 60, 80, and 109 pounds per aere, TCA reduced the miles of 
rhisomes per aere by 83*55# 91*15# and 95*2)2* peroent respectively*
The same rates reduced the tons of rhisomes per aore by 83*7# 87*8# 
and 89*3 percent*
Additions of 8^*D to the trlehloreaeotates did not increase the 
effectives**s ef Johnson grass control* At rates of 10, 80, and 30 
pounds per acre, TGA controlled the Johnson grass from rhisomes aooord* 
lag to the following peroent age si 77*5# 93*7# and 95*6. The seme 
treatments plus four pounds of 2,1*-D were less effective, controlling 
86*6, 83*7# and 88*1 peroent respectively (Table XXX)» Two ten pound 
applications of TCA were not superior to one twenty pound application 
in this test* Five of seven tests resulted in a lower number of cane 
stalks per acre*
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SWBftBVy
1* Johnson grtii rhi*om*s inereaso in length and weight through the 
• a m  plant and stubble crops*
2* Tha mesh severe infestations of Johnson grass rhisomes in the
alluvial oane seetlon of Louisiana followed oom and bean crops* 
5* Fallow plowing* In the tests oarrled out* was the most practical 
and eheapest method for eradicating large Johnson grass and its 
rhisomes*
lie dll frequencies of mowing and fallowing tested reduoed the rhi- 
seme weight*
5* Six fallowings controlled 99*9 peroent of the rhisomes under the 
eemdltlens of this test*
6* Six mowings were approximately equal in effectiveness to three
fallowings* This seems to be indicative of the possible sub­
stitution ef mowing for fallowing during wet periods*
7* Of the Johnson grass rhisomes in the soil type of the test*
85*9 percent occurred in the top six inches of the soil* 
d* A larger peroent age of the eyes of TCA treated rhieoraes were
viable than the shoot counts indicated* Of the treated eyes* 
25*7 peroent were viable* while 5**9 percent of the untreated 
were viable* These shoots from treated rhizomes were greatly 
inhibited* indicating that they did not reaoh the soil surface* 
ttetreated plants developed 107 shoots while treated plants de­
veloped 10*9 shoots*
9* With sodium ehlorate* when applied in specified amounts to large 
Johnson grass* there was obtained 99 percent control as measured 
in tons of rhisomes*
10* Santobrite increased the ef feetiveneas of sodium chlorate in 
rhi soar* ooatrol •
XI* In these tests* sodium ohlorate did not offset on eradication, 
but possibly mode on economic stubble oane crop possible*
12* Tbs addition of did not Inereaso the effectiveness of TCA
in tho oentrel of rhisomes*
1£« tho thirty pound per aere rate of TCA application controlled 95*6 
percent of tho Johnson grass from rhisomes*
PART V
Studies of tho Influence of Herbicides on tho Mioroflora of tho 
Soil and on Roto of Siooipositlon*
Introduction
Tho efficiency or leek of effieienoy of 2*l4*D end chlorate appli­
cation* la attributed in much of the literature of the field to the
influence ef soil moisture* soil organic matter* temperature* and soil 
mioroerganleas present* Perhaps the range of controls obtained with
these herbicides could be better explained if such faotors with ref­
erence to individual teste were determined* With these conditions In 
mind* exploratory tests were begun in an effort to ascertain the ef* 
feats ef these herbicides on the number of bacteria and fungi present 
sad the resulting Influence of the mioroflora upon the nitrogen level 
ef the soil*
Review of Literature 
Part I* Microbial Activity of g*li-D*
Kuttman* in Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station Circular 26 
(7S)* stated that the effectiveness of 2*lHD in a soil is dependent 
upon moisture* soil organic matter* temperature* and the soil flora 
present*
Harvey and Robbins (i<6) reported that 2*1*-D leached from warn 
moist soil in 30 to 60 days* but that It might remain in cool dry 
sell for six months* Brown (13) observed that the Inactivation of
increased with an inereaso in moisture* Jorgensen (59) reported 
no difference In the degree of persistence of toxicity of the various
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stt«ylftl« iftn they n r «  stored in on optimum moisture • An air 
dried soil retained its toxicity longer then e wet soil* Mitohell (65) 
observed to be strongly entire after 18 months In an sir dried
sail of lev organic matter* In contrast, a manured soil, when kept 
moist for tee weeks, lest Its activity. Kries (61) stated that
the capacity of £,!*•& to indues toxlo symptoms was strongly persistent 
1* Oty storage, but that tho toxicity grow smaller in moist storage* 
htaed mist storage retained a strong toxicity for 16 weeks* Mitchell 
(ft) reported that a four pound per aore application of lost one-
half ef its activity in one month in the presence of ten peroent mois­
ture* Xt lost all of its texlelty in one month when the moisture was 
raised to 00 percent* Investigators of the Hawaii Agricultural Ex­
periment Station (72) stated that the toxicity ef £,2**D may exist in 
a dry sell for 10 months*
Brown (10) found that the inactivation of 2,lHD was hastened by 
the application of manure. Mitohell (6k) reported that In soils with 
a lew organic matter content, a ten pound application ef pos­
sessed its full activity at the end of one month* When 1,000 pounds 
of wore added to this soil, it lost half of Its herbieidal
activity in three weeks. The Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station 
(72) reported that light applications ef manure increased the number 
of microorganisms sad the organic matter content, end hastened the
inactivation of 2,lH>#
Brown (10) reported that the inactivation of increased with
. higher temperatures* Mitchell (6k) stated that the rate of inactiva­
tion of 2,k-D increased with temperature, which ranged from 06° to 
70* ?* and above*
Httes* a* reported la a Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station 
Circular (78) toll* that tha toxicity of 2*4*1) last® longer in limed 
than la ualiaed coll# Jorgensen and Hammer* quoted la tha same ar* 
tlala* found that difference* la pH of k»% 6*0* and 7*5 Had no affect
the rata ef leas of inactivity*
Kitehall (6b) stated that microbial activity was Important in tha 
inactivation ef 2*4*0 In tha soil* Brown (15) reported that the in* 
estivation ef 2*b~D mas apparently associated with the activities of 
microorganisms* Jorgensen (52) reported that the microbial activity 
increased under high temperature and moisture conditions* and that it 
was possible that microorganism* hastened the breakdown of 2*b~D* The 
Bewail Agricultural Experiment Station (72) reported that light appli- 
set Its* ef manure increased the amber of microorganism* sod the organic 
■atiler content ef the soil* sad hastened the inactivation of 2*4*0#
1m contrast* auteolaving* which destroyed the microorganism** retarded 
the rate ef lnaetivatiozu Brown (1$) observed that 2*4*®* when plowed 
toto the coil* was more readily inactivated than when sprayed on the 
sell* Qrscnwced (57) found that 2*b»D toxicity was dissipated la two 
moaths in an unsterlllsed soil*
Sfaaith (66) stated that there were no Injurious effects from one 
te one hundred ppm* of 2*b»D upon the total count ef aotinomyoeo and 
fungi* Similar results were obtained when 500 ppm* of 2$k~V were ap* 
piled to a sandy soil* The nitrite and nitrate organisms in both soils 
were Injured at 100 ppm* but recovered in 10 to 40 days* The nitrite 
organisms did not recover from the §00 ppm* of in 90 days* Martin*
as reported by the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station (72)* found 
that 2*£H> was store toxlo to soil microbes under acid than under alfca*
lime eenditiaas* At neutral, the common soli fungi were unaffected by 
t#^®# While Is aoid Mdit tha growth vai Inhibited by tha same ooncon* 
tratioas of *1 to U O  percent* Concentrations of 1 to 100 ppm* of 
#iM> s silt loam, and 500 PP** on a sandy soil* had no significant 
of fact as the total plate counts of act Inosayoo s , fungi, and protozoa, 
as food in an^experiment, reported In tha Sana article, by Smith, 
Ttowsss, and hansel*
fart 2* Chlorate A c tiv ity  and Decomposition*
Ashlamder, Loomis, at* al*, as reported by Sehwendlman (82), demon­
strated  tha deeempea it ion ef chlorates to be most rapid in a moist soil 
and a t a high temperature* Ashlander reported the decomposition of 
chlorates within a saturated soil, and ha considered this reduction to 
ho brought about by microorganisms under more or less anaerobic condi- 
tftonoe Temperature and moisture influenced the rate of decomposition 
e f chlorates Indirectly by accelerating or retarding the activities of 
eoil microorganisms • Soil temperature and moisture, according to Ash** 
lander, are ef equal Importance in determining the rate of ohlorate de- 
esapesltlon, and each is of much more Importance than soil organic 
m atter*
Sehwendiman (62) stated that Crafts had shown an Inverse relation* 
ship between ohlorate toxicity and the nitrate content of the soil* The 
manner in which well decomposed soil organic matter made increased rates 
ef ehlorate necessary for effective weed control was thus, according to 
Sehwendiman, inadequately explained* Bowser sad Newton, Sehwendlman 
stated, demonstrated a rapid decomposition of chlorates when 1508 pounds 
were applied to a soil containing 10 peroent by weight of alfalfa* The 
presence of the organic matter lowered the ohlorate toxicity immediately
1%
•ad was not upon * time factor* la soils containing from
60 be ?0 parttBd organic matter* a complete recovery of all chlorates 
could be obtained at all times using distilled water* This, Sehwendl- 
maa observed* disposed of the theory that organic matter lowered the 
ehlorate texioity by absorbing the ehlorate in a form less available to 
d m  pleats or by bringing about a rapid decomposition* Organic matter 
insreaaed the water holding oapaolty of the soil and thus diluted the 
ehlorate texioity* High organic matter soils containing high nitrates 
were responsible for the reduction of the chlorates* sines the nitrates 
inhibited the uptake ef ohlorates by the plant* The effect of large 
emanate ef organic matter on the lowering of ohlorate toxicity was im­
mediate* met allowing time for decomposition* Crafts (26) stated that 
sell fertility largely governs the initial ohlorate toxicity* Hurd- 
Server (50) confirmed the findings of Crafts that ehlorate toxicity to 
plants varied inversely with the quantity of nitrate-nitrogen in the 
nu tr ient solution* This was more pronounced in neutral and alkaline 
s e ll*  although complete inhibition of Injury was not obtained In any 
ease* Poison (66) reported that Crafts had found a higher mineral 
nutrient level to be accompanied by a loner ohlorate texioity* Under 
leer nitrate conditions the plant would take up chlorates against a 
eimooiitislrlon gradient* even to its own detriment* Nitrates applied 
through commercial fertilisers did not reduoe the ohlorate toxicity* 
while applications did* in area supplied with readily avail­
able organic matter would reduce chlorates when the area was submerged 
far a few days* Thus the conditions under which the chlorate was 
applied greatly influenced the results*
mGrtftt (fiO) stated that lsaohlng of tha ohlorate a was essential 
tar tha success at tha soil treatment* Bowser (10) found that leash* 
lag played an Important part In the distribution and texioity of ohlo- 
rata* Under hasty rainfall, the surfaee foot was practically free of 
ehlorate In flea months* whloh would allow under some oonditlons the 
planting er tha surr&tml of soma shallow rooted crops* Nelson (66) ob­
served that far rapid ehlorate reduction there must be a high mloro* 
blal sstliity! an lneomplete soil aeration* and a high soil moisture* 
Chlorate reduction was probably a major factor in determining the ef* 
flaney af sodium ehlorate as a herb!olds, according to Nelson* Ohio* 
rates ware rapidly reduoed in a fertile soil when water-logged bat a 
wans temperature*
Burd-Karrer (1|B) stated that the pH was likely to be of minor im- 
portanoe In the problem of ehlorate treatment of the soils for weed 
control* Chlorate toxicity disappeared more slowly from limed than 
fpms neutral or sold soil* Its toxicity was greatest in sold solution 
and least in alkaline solution* The dual off cot a of aeldity to chlo­
rates were first* on the toxicity* and second* on the rate of decompo­
sition* The decomposition was favored by acidity and hindered by al­
kalinity* Chlorates on alkaline soil seemed to be least toxlo and 
haaee a least effect lea poison for the succeeding crop*
Ashlander, as reported in Ball, Madson* end Robbins (7) stated 
that under New York conditions the ohlorates did not influence the am- 
nenlfleatlon and nitrification processes in the soil during the fol­
lowing spring* Bowser (10) stated that when nitrogenous organic matter 
was present, nitrification proceeded rapidly In the presence of chlo­
rates* Sodium ehlorate depressed the number of soil microorganisms*
0o4iun ohloptts were found to bo non toxto# 
M m b  (66) found that tho organic natter of the soil was an onorgy 
source and food for microorganisms* and that those microorganisms wore 
Important factors in tho reduction of ohlorates* Sodium chi orate * 
whan applied in moderate concentrations* did not exert a detrimental 
effect on the soil flora although it did sterilise the soil for higher 
plants* faith (66) reported that Nelson found the ordinary soil or­
ganisms (the heterotrophs) not affected by the chlorates * In oontrast* 
faith reported a JO percent reduction in seven days* and stated that 
the aettnomyccs and the fungi remained at the JO percent level to the 
end* Be found that the nitrifying bacteria mere badly injured and 
their ambers greatly reduced* Lee and Qua*tel* in the same article* 
reported no effect from the chlorate on the nitrite and tnamonla form­
ing groups* and a bacteriostatic effect upon the nitrate forming groups* 
This* according to the authors* accounted for am accumulation of ni­
trites in the soil*
the relation between chlorate toxicity and fertility holds In water 
cu ltures* Therefore in the absence of organic matter to reduce the ehle 
rates to chlorides* there must be reactions other than chlorate reduc­
tion involved* The higher the nitrate level* the lower the chlorate 
toxicity* Chlorate toxicity is related to anion absorption by the plant 
In high nitrate cultures* little chlorate was absorbed as checked by the 
xylam exudate* In lew nitrate solutions the ohlorate ions were absorbed 
■ax the concentration in the xylem sap rose to many times the level of 
the chlorates in the external solution* Nitrates evidently Inhibited 
the entrance of chlorates by the absorbing roots* Organic matter may
nitrate effect s then
Materials end Methods
The Influence of high ret as of 2*i|*D* triohloroecetatea, mixtures 
of end triohloroeoetahes* end chlorates upon numbers of bacteria,
numbers ef fungi* end nitrogen level of the soil were studied. The 
study wee limited to one year* Soil samples were taken from five cane 
plantations located in the alluvial Mississippi Elver bottoms. These 
plantations were* Cinders* Cinders Addition* Saint Dolphins* Ever* 
green* and McCall» The following detemlnat ions were performed* per* 
eeatage moisture* number of bacteria* number of fungi, and percentage 
total nitrogen.
The percentage moisture was determined upon each sample. Deter* 
minationa were made on dry soil. For the moisture determinations* tarcd 
aluminum moisture cans were one-third filled with duplicate samples of 
each soil* and weighed. The soils were treated at 100° to 105* C. for 
eight hours* The samples were cooled in a deslocator and re*weighed.
The loss In weight was the moisture content. This weight* divided by 
the weight ef the dry soil* gave a quotient whloh* multiplied by 100* 
equalled the percentage moisture*
The "Standard” plate count of soil mloroorg&nlm&s as described by 
0. V. Allen in Experiments In Soil Bacteriology was used to determine 
the maber of bacteria. Thornton's standardised medium was prepared* 
using the composition as described in the Ann. Appl. Blog. 9. 19££* 
pages 21*1 *271*. The phosphate* nitrate* and asparagine were dissolved 
la distilled water. Magnesium sulphate* calcium chloride* sodium chlo­
ride* and ferric chloride were added. Next was added agar* whloh was 
dissolved and filtered at 100* C* The pH was adjusted to using
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bron-tbyeol*blue• The medium was sterilised, and plates of this medium 
mere poured*
Duplicate ten g m  samples of eeoh soil mere weighed* A dilution 
pattern for plot lag ef the soil In dilutions of ltlOOO, 111,000,000, 
end 1.10*000,000 was prepared by starting with the 10 grams of sell In 
90 ee* ef sterile water* Plates ef eaoh dilution were poured and the 
material was distributed evenly over the surface of the medium* The 
plates were incubated at room temperature for fire days* At the end of 
this period, the number of colonies was recorded*
the number of fungi in each duplicate soil sample was determined 
by a method described by 0* H* Allen in Bxperlments in Soil Bacteriology « 
la whloh rose bengal agar was used* The medium for rose hengal agar, 
described In Soil Selenee, Vol* 5®, 19Ui, pages 1*67*^ 71, was as follows, 
tea grass of gluoose, one gram of sodium nitrate, one gram of di^petae** 
slum phosphate, fifteen grass of agar, 1000 ee* of soil detract, and one 
la parts of rose bengal* The soil extract was prepared by auto*
slaving $00 grams of soil in 1200 ee* of water for one hour, followed by 
filtering* The filtrate was diluted to 1000 eo* and the reaction was 
adjusted to a pH of 6*8 to 7*0*
A duplicate dilution series was prepared for Is1000, It50,000, and 
Is1,000,000 dilutions, starting with 10 grem samples In 90 eo* of water 
blanks* One eo* of eaoh solution was pipetted to sterile plates, and 
rose bengal was added* The plates were allowed to Inoubate for seven 
days at room temperature and the colonies per plate were recorded*
The total nitrogen was determined by Kjeldahl's method using 10 
grtm duplicate soil samples* A blank using the some amount of the
reagants without th« soil allowed the nitrogen content of the ohemioals 
to be determined* The eoil sticking to the neek of the 500 eo* Kjeldahl 
fleeke erne washed deen with 10 ee* ef distilled enter* Twenty-five oe* 
ef concentrated sulphuric neid end seven greme of a K^eldahl salt mix- 
tnre (ten parte potassium sulphate, one part ferrous sulphate , and one- 
half part eepper sulphate) were added to the soil samples* The contents 
wore digested slowly at the start, and digestion continued until the 
organic content was oxidised and the solution had a clear bluish color* 
fm handred ee* ef water were added end the mixture was allowed to cool* 
The ammonia content was held in this aoid solution*
One hundred ee* of a one percent boric acid solution were placed in 
flasks to receive the distillate* One hundred ee* of a 1*5 percent sodium 
hydroxide solution were added so that this material ran down the side of 
the digestion flask and formed a Separate layer at its bottom* The di­
gestion flask was placed upon the distillation rack* The condenser tube 
was extended below the surface of the one percent boric aoid solution*
A slew rotary motion mixed the sodium hydroxide into the solution contain­
ing the smmonla* This basic solution liberated the ammonia and it was 
distilled into the boric acid solution*
Being methyl red as an indicator, the ammonia content of the dis­
tillate was titrated against *1 9* hydrochloric add* This volume, less 
the voltmte required for the blanks, represented the nitrogen content of 
the sell espies* One eo* of *1 9* hydrochloric acid is equivalent to
grrwia of nitrogen* Therefore, the number of oo* of *19* HC1 times 
*0012* times 100, and this product divided by the weight of the dry eoil 
smsple, equals the percentage nitrogen in the soil*
U*1
Results
Result* ef studies on the influence of herbicides upon counts of 
bacteria, fungi, end nitrogen content of the soil are presented in 
Table &SQ« Bash senple in the study was compared with an untreated 
dell froe the some field* Sash was a composite of seireral smaller 
samples* The figures shown in the table are averages of two of the 
composites*
The TGI application* at Evergreen, ranging between 10 and 50 pounds 
per aere, wore found to be associated with an increase in number of bac- 
tar in* The number ef fungi did not appear to be affected* After the 
sees rates ef TGA at HoCall, erratic results on bacterial counts were 
obtained, while the number ef fungi was found to be slightly increased* 
Treehssnts ranging fren 20 to 109 pounds of TGA per acre at Cinolare 
were associated with a marked increase in number ef bacteria* The num­
ber ef fungi was not significantly changed* After the St* Delphlne ap­
plications of TGA, whloh ranged from 1*0 to 120 pounds per acre in the 
course of the year, fungi and bacterial counts were comparable or gen­
erally higher for the treated soils* The 218 pound per acre rate at 
Cinolare appeared to have reduced the number of fungi and to have in­
creased the number of bacteria*
following ten pounds per acre of TCA plus two pounds per acre of 
Pjlt-n at VeCall, the umber of bacteria and fungi were increased* Ten 
to thirty pounds per acre of TGA plus four pounds of 2,lt.—D per acre at 
Evergreen seemed to have lowered both oounts* After twenty to eighty 
pounds of TCA per core plus ten pounds of 2,l4-D per acre at Cinolare 
Addition, the number of fungi were found to be increased In two out 
of three cases* The number of bacteria was markedly raised*
l?l$>
Following applications of two and four pounds par acre of 2,lHD 
at McCall, inconsistent results ware noted. Twenty to forty pounds 
par acre of 2,ii*D at Cinolare Addition appeared to have increased 
the number of fungi at all rates* The 20 pound per a ore 2,i*-D rate 
was associated with a rise in number of bacteria, and the i±0 pound 
rata with a depression*
Applications of 300, lt$0, and 600 pounds of sodium chlorate per 
aere ware assoeiated with higher numbers of bacteria in ail cases*
The two lower rates seemed to have allowed the number of fungi to in­
crease, while the 600 pound rate was assoeiated with an inhibition in 
anther ef fungi*
Nitrogen contents varied from plantation to plantation, but within 
a plantation, no significant differences were observed between the 
treated untreated soils, except at the 600 pound per acre sodium 
chlorate rate*
Table JXKZI» Mud&«« of tho of foots of oortain herbicides upon number 
of baeterla* number of fungi # and total nitrogen content 
of tho soil*
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Discussion
Babes ©f decomposition of tho most offootive herbicides in John-* 
son grass oontrol are considered by most investigators to be influ*
•need by mioroblal activity. According to the literature , herbicides 
vary greatly in effects upon various soil organisms* Some have been 
reported to be toxic, while others are held to be stimulatory*
Ashlander, as reported In Ball, Madson, and Robbins (7), stated 
that the ohlorates did not influence the emmonifleation and nitrifi*
•sfcioa prooessea in the soil during the spring following treatment*
Bowser (10) reported that in the presence of nitrogenous organic matter, 
nitrifioation proceeded rapidly in the presence of ohlorates* On the 
other hand, Stalth (86) found that nitrifying bacteria were badly in*
Jared and greatly reduced in numbers by chlorate applications* Lee and 
Quashel# as reported in the preceding article by Smith, found that ehlo* 
rates had no effect upon the nitrite and ammonia-forming groups, end 
had a bacteriostatic effeot on the nitrate forming group* Smith (86) 
found that after ^OO ppm* of 2^*D were applied to a sandy type of 
soil, the nitrite organisms did not recover In 90 days*
In this study of soils from the alluvial eane section, the percent* 
ago of total nitrogen varied from plantation to plantation* No slgnifi* 
cent differences were observed between treatments and checks at any par* 
tleul&r location, exeeph with the 600 pound per acre sodium ohlorate 
treatment* This treatment was associated with a reduction in total ni* 
trogen* These results Indioated that the herbloides tested did not 
markedly reduce the nitrogen content or the activities of the nitrogen 
fixing organisms* Due to the partial control of Johnson grass and other
plants, the soil nitrogen content appeared to have been assimilated 
at a smaller rate. Such a reduction in rate of assimilation possibly 
explains the leek of significant differences found in nitrogen content» 
Bowser (10) found that sodium chlorate depressed the number of 
soil mieroorganisms• Nelson (66) reported that sodium chlorate at 
moderate concentrations did not exert a detrimental influence on the 
soil flora, although it did leave the soil toxic to higher plants#
Stalth (66) reported a fifty percent reduction in the heterotrophs from 
chlorates at the end of seven days# He stated that the actinomyoes 
and fungi remained at the fifty percent level to the end#
Applications of sodivm chlorate at 300, 1*50, and 600 pounds per 
acre were associated with higher numbers of bacteria in all treatments# 
The znsaber of fungi at the 600 pound rate of sodium chlorate was found 
to be below that of the oheok#
On three out of four plantations where TCA treatments ranging from 
10 through 120 pounds per acre were used, the applications did not seem 
to reduce the number of fungi# In seme eases they were assoeiated with 
slight increases# Ten pounds of TCA per acre plus two pounds of 2,lHD 
per acre at McCall were associated with an Increase in number of baohe- 
rla fungi# Ten to thirty pounds of TCA per acre plus four pounds
of per acre at Evergreen apparently lowered both counts# Twenty
to eighty pounds of TCA per acre plus ten pounds of 2,2+-D per acre were 
associated with an increased number of fungi in two out of three treat­
ments# Following the 218 pound per acre rate of TCA application, the 
mmber of fungi was reduced below that of its oheok* In four out of 
five TCA treatments ranging from ten to 218 pounds per acre, the nranber
of baettrl* iaertaied*
Work of o similar nature* on the influence of continued fallow 
plowing upon organic matter content and fertility of the soil, has been 
done by other investigators. With indications pointing toward Increased 
nee of herbioides in cane, It is thought that further study of the in* 
flue&ee of herbioides on soil mieroflora dad their activities is desir-
Summary
Microbial activity Is reported to play a part in harbioi&al de­
composition*
Herbicides have been reported to vary greatly in their effects 
upon eoil mici^oflora*
Some investigators have found a toxio influence* others a stimu­
latory influence* associated with herbloidal applications*
The total nitrogen content of the soil in treated and untreated 
samples was not found to be different* with the exception of 
that treated with sodium chlorate at 600 pounds per acre* This 
treatment was associated with a reduction In nitrogen content* 
Bates of sodlvmi chlorate at 500* h5®» and 600 pounds per aore 
were associated with an increased number of bacteria for all 
treatments*
Up to ISO pounds of TCA per acre did not reduce the number of 
fuaglf in some instances* the number was found to be greater 
than in the check*
The 218 pound per acre TCA rate appeared to have reduced the num­
ber of fungi below that of the check*
TOA 2*i*-D produced erratic results on the soil mloroflora*

150
flat* tX» Johnson gross soodllng control In summor 
plant sons* Bov on right rooolwod 2»lt~D plus flaming 
ono fOfc lotori row on loft was untreated*
;v> -
1w r p m  plantation* Tfcis out received plantation 
* praatlees plan hoeing
Plato 2ft Johnson grata control In plant can© at Bhror* 
groan plantation* This out adjoins the one above* The 
treatment used eat 2,1+-D plus flaming. No hoeing.
rj / V <;■ i
■■■$&£$■■>
▼• John* on grui lnf*at*d dltehbank bafor#
& ? f
treatment#
4
V
Plate TIi Control of ditohbank Johnson grass with 600 
pounds of sodium chlorate per acre* Photograph taken 
six months after treatment*
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